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Doherty elected President
Close elections, low voter
turnout; triple ballot recount
necessary to certify results
By Erin Ellingsen ’07
News Staff

On Wednesday,
March 3, Student
Congress held its annual
Executive Board elec
tion s.
At pol
ELECTIONS ling sta
tions at
two locations
on
campus, students cast
their ballots for their
student representatives
for the upcoming
academic year. The
polls opened at 9 a.m.
and closed at 4:30 p.m.
The ballots were then
counted in a closed
session by the Congress
Executive
board,
exempting
those
running in the election,
and
the
Election
Committe co-chairs.
When they were
positive that they had
counted correctly, the
Election Committee
finally certified the
results. Patrick Doherty
’05 will be next year’s
Executive
Board
President.
Joining him on the
Executive Board will be
Vice President Jen Wray
’06 and Treasurer Zach
McBride ’05. Caitlin
Mullen ‘05, who took
the secretary position in
an uncontested election,
will complete the team.
“I look forward to
working with the new
Exec. Board,” said
Doherty after learning

of his victory. “They are
seasoned veterans who
know the ropes.”
According to Vice
President-elect Wray, the
four newly elected
Executive
Officers
worked together as Class
Officers their freshman
year. She said that she
looks forward to working
with a team that she
already knows will work
well together. McBride
agreed, “I couldn’t ask
for a better group of
people.”
Doherty said that his
first order of business
will be to re-evaluate the
club status procedures.
He says that is it currently
very difficult to start a
club. McBride also wants
to make it easier to start
up and to get funding for

I look froward to
working with the
new Exec.
Board...they are
seasoned veterans
who know the
ropes.
Pat Doherty ’05

a new club. He envisions
two levels of clubs: one
would consist of estab
lished clubs such as the
rugby and the sailing
clubs, and the other level
would be for newer clubs
on a kind of “probational

News Editor

It was a grand
moment for Senator
John Kerry when he
took the stage to
acknowledge
NEWS and
ANALYSIS thank his
volunteers
for a job well done this
past “Super Tuesday.”
Cameras
flashed,
confetti flew and a
volunteer army chanted
in
unison;
one
enthusiastic supporter
even yelled, “Mr.
President!”

Providence College’s
Student
Congress
election appeared to have
little of the spark that has
ignited much of the
nation for the Democratic
primaries. In spite of the
beautiful weather and the
array of candidates,
many PC students found
themselves asking “Elec
tion? What election?”
Turnout appeared low,
as is the recent trend for
Congress elections.
Instead, students opted to
play Frisbee on the Quad,
take a jog around the
campus, or go to their
classes. Students seemed

Off-campus
altercation
results in
stabbing

KRISTIN ELLIS ’05/The Cowl

A PC student is charged
with the stabbing at 510
Douglas Ave.

By Stephanie Barkus ’05

KRISTIN ELLIS ’05/The Cowl

status.”
Wray said that she
wants to see more
people attend the
Student
Con-gress
meetings in order to get
ideas from the campus at
large. “There are a lot
more people here than
just the 50 who are on
Congress,” she said.
In the only other
contested election,
Robin DaSilva was
elected vice president of
the Board of Multi
cultural Student Affairs
(BMSA). The rest of the
candidates ran un
opposed. Tijuana Fisher
’05 will be the BMSA’s
president, Christopher
Malapit ’05 will be its
secretary, and Soutthiphong Singharath ’05 its
treasurer. In the BOP
officer’s race, Rosanne
Boyle ran unopposed for
president, as did Matt
Tantillo ’05 for vice
president, Julie Pitassi
’05 for secretary and
Scott Rubner ’05 for

Above: President-elect Patrick Doherty ’05 talks
on the phone after learning of his victory.

KRISTIN ELLIS '05fThe Cowl

Above: Zachary McBride ’05 (treasurer) and
Jennifer Wray ’05 (secretary) celebrate their
electoral victories.

Election Results 2004
Student Congress
President

Pat Doherty ’05

en Wray ’06

Vice President

Treasurer

Zach McBride ’05

Secretary

-Caitlin Mullen ’05
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Congress elections analyzed
By Keith Carr ’04

March 4,2004

to have every reason not
to vote.
In terms of polling
locations, there was one
polling station in lower
Slavin and ano-ther
outside of Raymond
Hall. These were the
only two polling places
and students could only
vote at the location that
corresponded to their
class. Some found this
confusing. Freshmen
and sophomores could
only vote outside of Ray,
while juniors and sen
iors could only vote in

ELECTIONS/Page 4

B.O.P.
President

Vice President

Rosanne Boyle ’05

Margarita Hermosa *05

B.M.S.A.
President

Tijuana Fisher ’05

Vice President ^B ———Robin DaSilva *05

Student Congress officials denied requests by
The Cowl to obtain numerical tallies of
election results. Ballots are not available for
independent review. Congress has tradition
ally withheld specific electoral results from
The Cowl. All results are those reported by
Congress’s Elections Committee.

Assistant News Editor

A Providence College
student is being charged with
the stabbing of another student
following a fight that started at
Eagle Park In
OFF
dependent Club,
CAMPUS
or “Olds”.
According to
The Providence Journal,
Andrew DaPrato ’04 was
arrested for the stabbing of
Matthew Minardi ’04 on Feb.
27. While the fight started at
the club, the stabbing took
place at 510 Douglas Ave.,
DaPrato’s residence, at approx
imately 2:10 a.m.
Minardi was taken to Rhode
Island Hospital, but according
to a hospital official, is no
longer there.
Three other students are
also facing criminal charges as
a result of the incident.
Nicholas Belvedere ’04, Ryan
Cox ’04, and Shaun Dunn ’04
have been charged with
entering an apartment without
the owners’ permission.
As the case is currently
under investigation, a police
report was unavailable. Calls
to the detective investigating
the case were unreturned.
Court records were also
unavailable.
According to Rev. J Stuart
McPhail, O.P., Vice President
of Student Services, the
College is investigating the
incident and reviewing its
options regarding appropriate
action. “This will not be
ignored because it took place
off campus,” he said.
Father McPhail said that
students have been dismissed
or suspended for incidents that
took place off campus in the
past, but emphasized that “The
discipline system isn’t blind in
the sense that if you do this you
get that. Each sanction is
considered on the level of what
the student’s involvement was,
the amount of guilt and
innocence that a student has,”
he said.
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News Briefs
Foreign films shown for
National Foreign Language
and Culture Week
This week, the Department
of Modern Languages invited
the Providence College com
munity to share in the cele
bration of National Foreign
Language and Culture week.
Each evening from March 1-4
featured an acclaimed foreign
film in its original language
with English subtitles.
The film was preceded by a
brief introduction in English by
one of the professors from the
departments sponsoring the
event. Refreshments were
served following the films and
discussion regarding the various
cultures shown in the films was
encouraged.
Films featured in Moore
Hall included Nueve Reinas
(Argentina, 2.001), introduced
by Dr. Nuria Alonso-Garcia,
assistant professor of Spanish,
and Nirgendwo in Afrika
(Germany, 2001), which was
introduced by Rev. Leonard P.
Hindsley, professor of Hum

anities. Also shown later in the
week were /zz Veuve de SaintPierre (France, 2001) with Dr.
Simone Ferguson, professor of
French, and Ciao, Professore!
(Italy, 1994) with Dr. Giacomo
A. Striuli, professor of Italian.
In celebration of National
Foreign Language and Culture
Week, the Modern Language
Department suggested that the
lunch and dinner menus at
Raymond and Alumni Hall
cafeterias offer special dishes
featuring the cuisine of the
culture represented by the
foreign film of that particular
evening. To celebrate Spanish,
German, French, and Italian
culture, items such as fajitas,
crepes, knockwurst with
sauerkraut, and a pasta bar were
served.
Ferguson organized the
week-long festivities. This is
Providence College’s fourth
year recognizing National
Foreign Language and Culture
week, which is celebrated by
many other schools throughout
the US.

—Meghan Welsh ’06

New course numbering
system discussed at Student
Congress meeting
On Monday, March 1, Brian
Williams, assistant Dean for
Enrollment Management at
Providence College, spoke to
the College’s Student Congress.
Williams addressed the
Congress to inform them about
changes occurring with the
numbering system of courses
available at PC. As registration
has proven to be a chaotic time
as it is. Williams was concerned
that this new process may add
to the confusion.
The project consists of re
numbering many of the course
numbers in the course catalog
used by students during class
registration. For example, a
Spanish class previously
numbered as “Spanish 201,”
may now, with the new
numbering system, be “Spanish
101.” It is important for
students to be aware of the
numbering changes so that they
don’t register for a class they've
already taken or neglect to
register for a necessary class

The Special Olympics Basketball tournament took place
on Saturday, Feb. 28 in Peterson Recreation Center.
because they do not see the
number they are looking for.
With this new system, 40
percent of undergraduate
courses have been re-numbered.
In addition to the re-numbering,
some departments have even
decided to change the title of the
course. This is also important
for students to note so that they
are not overlooking important

and necessary classes for their
major, for example.
The purpose of this re
numbering of courses is so that
Providence College students
can meet the requirements of
other programs, such as many
graduate programs that are
looking for particular course
numbers.

—Lindsey Sheppard ’06

Security Blotter
Feb. 8

1:10 a.m. Ditraglia Hall: Property Damage-Vehicle damaged.
Feb. 9

6:03 p.m. McVtnney Hall: Medical Aid-Student injured;
transported to hospital.
10:34 p.m. Davis Hall: Medical Aid-Student ill; not transported
to hospital.

5:16p.m. Raymond Lot: Property Damage-Vehicle
Damaged.
9:23 p.m. Schneider Arena: Property Damage-Vehicle
damaged.
Feb.18

2:00 p.m. Raymond lot: Property Damage-Vehicle damaged:
Feb.19

Feb.10

4:40 a.m. Aquinas Hall: Student acting in disorderly manner.
Feb.13

1:53 a.m. Aquinas Hall: Property Damage-Window broken.
3:00 p.m. Slavin Center: Burglary-Personal items stolen from
locker.
11:40 p.m. Fennell Hall: Medical Aid-Student intoxicated;
transported.
Feb.14

2:40 a.m. St. Joseph’s Hall: Assault-Student assaulted by non
student.
4:00 a.m. Harkins Lot: Burglary-Student automobile stolen
from parking lot.
4:11 a.m. Meagher Hall: Medical Aid-Student intoxicated;
transported to hospital.
Feb. 15

1:28 a.m. Raymond Hall: Medical Aid-Student intoxicated;
transported to hospital.

Attention:
FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS

MARCH 15, 2004
March 15, 2004 is the deadline for filing your
RENEWAL FORM OR FREE APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL
AID FORM (FAFSA).

This form must be in the processing center by the above date to be
considered on time.

LATE APPLICANTS WILL BE REVIEWED AFTER ALL
ON-TIME APPLICANTS HAVE BEEN
PROCESSED IF FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE

12:57 a.m. Raymond lot: Property Damage-Vehicle
damaged.
3:15 a.m. Meagher Hall: Medical Aid- Student ill; transported
to hospital.
Feb.20

1:23 a.m. McDermott Hall: Altercation between students.
Feb,21

1:34 a.m. Meagher Hall: Medical Aid: Student intoxicated;
transported to hospital.
3:25 a.m. Aquinas Hall: Fire alarm maliciously pulled.
Providence Fire responded; system reset.
1:47 a.m. Sullivan Hall: Property Damage-Window broken.
5:23 a.m- Albertus Magnus Hall: Fire alarm malfunctioned.
Providence Fire responded; system reset.
9:25 a.m. Library: Property Damage-Window broken.
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Police substation officially up and running
By Mallary Jean Tenore ’07
Senior News Staff

Last week marked the formal opening
of the new police substation on 206
Camden Ave., an establishment which
Providence police and College officials
expect will lessen the gap
OFF between PC students and
CAMPUS their neighboring com
munity.
Its opening was made official at 2:00
p.m. on Friday afternoon, with a ribbon
cutting ceremony led by the Mayor of
Providence, David N. Cicilline.
Speaking to a crowd of about 75
spectators, Cicilline praised Providence
College for donating the building to the
city of Providence last summer after
having owned it for almost five years.
“This could not have been possible
without the generosity and civic spirit
of Providence College ... PC students
and Student Congress will be some of
the best volunteers the substation has,”
said Cicilline of the station’s request for
student volunteers.
Student Congress is currently in the
process of finding students who will
work at the substation as possible interns
or for class credit.
Cicilline noted the city’s “double
digit drop in crime” and said this new
development will further support the
city’s commitment to neighborhood
security.
The last of nine district substations
to be built in Providence, the new
substation will cover the District Seven
area which includes the Charles, Smith
Hill/Elmhurst, and Wanskuck neigh
borhoods. The District Seven station was
originally located on Chad Brown Street
until last year when police decided to
relocate to a more centralized spot.
Providence College donated funds for

courtesy of the spectrum

David N. Ciciilini, Mayor of Providence, speaks last Friday at the ribbon
cutting ceremony for the new police substation, located at 206 Camden Ave.
The station is the city’s ninth and final police substation.
the renovations of the two-story building
which included all new windows,
mechanical and electrical systems, and
new vinyl shingle siding. According to
police, the second story has been
reserved for future use.
Providence College President, Rev.
Philip A. Smith, O.P., blessed the
building shortly before the ribbon
cutting. He noted that the College has
had a “long, strong and enduring” bond
with its community neighbors, and said
the that substation will “add new
dimensions to this valuable relation
ship.”
He credited Student Congress, as well
as other organizations committed to
community service such as the Pastoral
Service Organization (PSO) and Urban

Action.
Lieutenant Steven A. Casbarro,
Commander of District Seven, will head
the new substation. Student security, he
said, is of major importance to police,
and the location of the station can only
help in reducing assaults among
students.
“From a safety standpoint, the
majority of students are victimized from
Chad Brown to Admiral [Ave]. [The
substation] is an oasis in the center of
this stretch . . . It’s a great place to
mediate disputes between students and
neighbors,” he said.
Chief of Police Col. Dean M.
Esserman echoed Lt. Casbarro’s words.
“The station will decentralize the
department into the neighborhoods of the

city so we can build relationships
between our office and the community
we serve,” he said. Such advancements
would not be possible, he added, without
the help of PC.
“We are grateful for this gift from the
College to the community. You do us
proud,” said Col. Esserman.
Col. Esserman also noted that as a
means of heightening security, police
have started to patrol by foot the
immediate area surrounding the College.
Some students said the notion of an
increased police presence is comforting.
Kyle Andersen ’05, who attended the
opening event as a representative of
PSO, said the elevated level of security
can help students to relieve any tensions
they may have with the College’s
neighbors.
“It could be safer around here so it’s
certainly an improvement for the area,”
said Andersen, who lives off-campus on
Eaton Street. “Living in the neigh
borhood there’s a bit of animosity there.
People may think college kids are loud
and obnoxious, but now maybe we can
reach a common ground.”
Others took a different view. “I think
the substation is a good idea but it will
just be annoying if they keep raiding the
bars,” said Kim Krupa ’07.
Andrea Essner ’04, who attended the
event as President of Student Congress,
agreed with Andersen that the close
proximity of the substation will be
instrumental in making students feel
safer, especially those who live off
campus.
“I think it is in a fantastic location in
that it provides security for all PC stu
dents living off-campus,” she said.
“Some may see the substation as too
close to the campus in that police will
always be around, but this belief is ex
actly why its location is positive.”
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Faculty artwork on display for College

TRACY DONAD1O '06/The Cowl

Emily Heininger ’04 ob
serves John Fazzino’s
“Porcelain Spine.”

By Jen Jarvis ’07
News Staff

Every two years, the faculty
of the Art Department trade in
their chalk and blackboards for
a paintbrush and canvas and
puts their artFACULTY & work on disACADEMICS
play. From
Feb. 29 to
April 2, the Hunt-Cavanagh
Gallery will house the work of
nine of Providence College’s
very own professors.
According to James Janecek,
Chair of the Art/Art History
Department, the faculty exhibits
are held in order to “show our
students that we remain current
in our artistic pursuits.” All the
artwork on display was created
during the time since the last
faculty art show.
A variety of media and styles

are represented at the exhibit,
including painting, sculpture,
and digital imaging. In one
corner of the gallery, a
television cycles through digital
images created by Jasmin
Blackmar. Draped under the
television is another work of
hers, a quilt, which took her
about six weeks to make. While
the twc art forms seem very
different, the same ideas of
color, theory, and pattern are
present in both, Blackmar
explained. “I am honored to be
a part of the exhibit,” she said.
Janecek’s artwork combined
etchings done on plates with
collage and digital imagery,
which he said show his “range
of interests.” With each piece,
he started with an image and
“improvised upon it,” with the
result of six works that he

I like the idea of working
with materials that are
less traditional, to extend
the boundaries of
painting.
James Baker

compared to a jazz recording.
“You have to find the theme,”
he said.
While most of the work on
display requires a skilled artist’s
labor, Mr. James Baker, profes
sor of Art/Art History, intended
his piece to bring inspiration to

the not-so-artistically-inclined.
His work consists of 314 pieces
of Color Aid paper shuffled and
placed randomly in a grid. The
style is called “installation
work,” where the artist picks a
site, in this case a wall, and does
something with it.
“Anyone can do it,” said
Baker, “and the beauty is that it
will be different every time.”
Though he is a painter first and
foremost, Baker said, “I like the
idea of working with materials
that are less traditional, to
extend the boundaries of
painting.”
The exhibit’s opening
reception will be Thursday,
March 18, from 5:00 to 9:00
p.m. as part of Gallery Night in
Providence. Free buses will be
driving around the city, making
stops at different galleries. PC’s
Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery is part
of the West End route, along
with Rhode Island College. The
buses leave from Citizens Plaza
from 5:00 until 8:40 p.m.
Considering the people
participating in Gallery Night
and PC’s own students, Janecek
expects a big turnout at the
reception. The exhibit is already
getting responses.
Many
students expressed an interest in
their teachers’ artwork. Said
Sarah Monaghan ’06, “It’s good
to see the teachers’ work and
their use of expression in what
they’re showing us.”
For more information on
Gallery Night, go to http://
www. gallerynight, info/
index.htm.

TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl

Top: Emily Heininger ’04 and Kate Lucas ’04 view R.
Newell Elkinton’s “Pyrus Calleryana Series.” Bottom
from left to right, John Dicicco’s “Yellow Pitcher,”
“Yacca,” and “Garden.”
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President: New officers chosen for next year
continued from front page
treasurer.
Five hundred seventy-six students
cast votes on Wednesday, which
translates into about 15.6% of the student
body. This low figure continues a trend
of plummeting poll turnout. Last year
about 21 % of students voted, down from
approximately 30% in previous years.
Current Student Congress president
Andrea Essner ’04 said earlier in the day
that she didn’t really expect a huge
turnout. “Compared to last year,
campaigning has been minimal,” she
said.
While the Student Congress releases
the total number of votes, it does not
publicize the number of votes each
candidate received. When asked why the
Congress does not release this figure,
Essner said, “Student Congress conducts
elections to elect representatives for the

student body, not to humiliate the reps
of the student body. The Student
Congress has never released the actual
tally.” But, she added, “The tallies are
available to the candidates up until one
year after the election.”
Essner reported that all of the races,
except for Congress president were very
close. In fact, the elections were so close
that the election board counted the votes
three times before it was confident that
it would avoid a Florida-style fiasco.
“Everything was recounted three times,”
said Essner. “All but the president were
close...however, there was a good
showing for [presidential candidate]
George Catrambone.”
“The results were obviously disap
pointing to me...I did my best to fight
for the students and for the issues,” said
Catrambone. “I certainly plan on
representing the class for a third year,”
he said. He did not rule out running for
another term as Class of ’05 president.

KRISTIN ELLIS 'OS/fhe Cowl

Counting the ballots was a tedious procedure, as many of the races were
so close they needed to be recounted as many as three times before the
final results were announced.

Elections: Student apathy raises questions
continued from front page
lower Slavin. The polls were open at 9
a.m. and closed at 4:30 p.m. Some might
question whether the choice of hours and
the placement of polls were as
accommodating as possible for students
with different sleep and class schedules.
Electoral campaig-ning also
appeared to be sparse. However, there
were reports that one presidential
candidate positioned himself opening
doors for people in Raymond Cafeteria.
Another presidential candidate put up
flyers with Peter Griffin from The
Family Guy telling voters to vote for
him; one put up posters of characters
from the early 90’s sitcom Saved By the

Bell, purporting to include the
endorsement of Mr. Belding.
These black-and-white fliers were

Providence College’s Student
Congress Election had none of
the spark that has ignited the
nation for the Democratic
primaries...many PC students
found themselves asking
‘Election? What election?’

few and far between, mostly occupying
kiosks
already
littered
with

The Office of Residence Life would like to
congratulate the newest additions to our RA staff!!
Eileen Danaher
Erin Muchback
Caitlin Ferrarini
Mandie Larsen
Kathleen McNamara
Laura McCarthy
Lindsay Gebhart
Colleen Fitzgerald
Zubia Alam
Lindsey Pepin
Gabrielle Occhiogrosso
Sarah Mayorga
Elizabeth Hinojosa
Sarah Stickney
Erin Doherty
Jamie Caruso

Kellyn Gemma
Diana Vembenil
Chris Ryan
Roy Gibbs
Orrin Dayton
Derek Sabatini
Kari Sigurdsson
Alex Soloway
Matthew Campion
Tom Kerrigan
Anthony Pepe
Terence Sweeney
Richard Lambert
Khai Nguyen
Jack Liu
Francis Sariya

Need help with Civ?
Sign up for a session with a trained Civ tutor in
the Tutorial Center (Library 106 - in the basement
of the library). Stop in anytime from 9am to 9pm
throughout the week. The sessions are free and
availale throughout the week.

Civ walk-in hours:
o Monday 2:30-9:00
o Tuesday 6:00-8:00
o Wednesday 7:30-9:00
o Thursday 6:00-8:00
o Friday 1:00-3:00
In the Tutorial Center

announcements. Last year’s election, in
contrast, featured a wider variety of
campaigning strategies. For example,
one may remember both candidates used
giant spray-painted signs on snow-drifts.
Ping-pong balls were also distributed
with a candidate’s name emblazoned on
them.
The lack of campaigning might be
the result of Congressional rules
themselves. The rules dictated by the
Elections Committee stipulated that
fliers and posters could only be posted
on kiosks and had to be stamped first for
approval. Further, they were limited to
standard poster-size, which technically
precluded potential techniques such as
a banner hanging from the roof of Ray,
which was used in this year’s freshman

class elections. Another stipulation was
that candidates were only permitted to
spend only $50 and were required to
keep track of all receipts in preparation
for an audit.
Finally, there is the timeless assertion
that students are apathetic. Is this true?
Do PC students care about Student
Congress? Or do students avoid the polls
because they do not believe their vote,
or Student Congress itself, has the
capacity to make a significant
difference? One student, frustrated
because he was a junior and could not
vote at the station in front of Ray. may
have summed up a prevalent opinion
about the election: “Whatever, it’s not
like it matters anyway.”
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U.S. sends troops to Haiti
by

Matthew Sullivan ’06
World Staff

Under pressure from the United
States, the international community, and
rebels within his own country, JeanBertrand Aristide
HAITI resigned on Sunday
as President of
Haiti. In Aristide’s
place, Chief Justice of the Haitian Su
preme Court Boniface Alexandre will
serve as interim President until elections
are to be held in 2005.
About 200 U.S. Marines arrived in
Haiti on Monday to be part of an inter
national force, including French and
Canadian troops, which is being sent to
the Caribbean island nation to restore
order. Secretary of State Colin L. Powell
said he believed the U.S. presence will
eventually reach 1,000 troops.

The United Nations met in an emer
gency meeting Sunday night and unani
mously agreed to create an international
peacekeeping force for the country. The
United States is expected to lead the force
initially and then hand power over the
U.N.
Following the departure of Arisitide,
there was looting and chaos in the capi
tal city of Port-au-Prince. The interna
tional force will attempt to prevent chaos
from running throughout the country.
Aristide began to lose power in February
when rebels began to take cities in the
northern part of the country in February
and began to destabilize Aristide’s rule.
According to Dr. Robert Trudeau of
the Political Science Department here at
Providence College, there were four main
immediate causes that led to Aristide’s
collapse “Parliamentary elections held in
2000 that the opposition party claimed

were fraudulent, Aristide’s decision to
disband the army, which is an impor
tant source of upward mobility in Haiti,
well-armed gangs that fill the vacuum
created by the lack of a strong civil so
ciety in Haiti, and the structural prob
lem of Haiti not getting enough money
from foreign countries to address social
problems [constitute the four main
causes],” because Haiti is unable to
meet requirements set by organizations
such as the World Bank that require
Haiti to have things such as austerity
measures.
In his resignation letter the depart
ing leader explained his resignation say
ing, “The constitution must not be writ
ten with the blood of the Haitian
people.” He flew into exile with Ameri
can assistance to the Central African
Republic. On Monday, when he arrived
there, he accused the United States of

kidnapping him, a claim that both the
White House and Pentagon deny.
The fall of Aristide was greatly has
tened when the United States changed
its policy from supporting the Aristide
government to calling for Aristide to step
down late last week. The French gov
ernment, which once ruled Haiti as a
colony, also demanded that Aristide re
sign. When Aristide did so on Sunday,
President Bush said, “This government
believes it essential that Haiti have a
hopeful future. This is the beginning of
a new chapter in the country's history.”
Trudeau said it will be important to
pay attention to how the situation devel
ops over the next two weeks and see
whether or not the force “works multi
laterally with the Organization of Ameri
can States or if they let things go and let
the Haitians chose their own way.”
Sources: New York Times, BBC

Kerry dominates polls, will face Bush
by

Peter Smith ’04
World Staff

&
Sarah Long ’04
World Editor

Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) won al
most all of the 10 states on “Super Tues
day,” sweeping New York, California,
Ohio, Massachusetts, Georgia, Minne
sota,
Maryland,
PRIMARIES Connecticut, and
Rhode Island.
Sen. John
Edwards (D-N.C.) announced Wednes
day that he is dropping out of the cam
paign. During the race, Edwards had
claimed that Kerry is a Washington in
sider who is out of touch with the Ameri
can people. Edwards has made every ef
fort to contrast himself, the son of a mill
worker, with Kerry, the son of a diplo
mat who attended boarding schools
abroad before enrolling at Yale. He
hoped that this approach could have
some appeal in a place like Ohio, a state
with a large blue-collar population that
has been hit hard by companies moving

Weekly

Spotlight
by

jobs overseas.
However, after Tuesday’s primaries,
Edwards put his full support behind
Kerry. “He’s been an extraordinary ad
vocate for causes that all of us believe in
— more jobs, better health care, a cleaner
environment, a safer world,” Edwards
said Some believe that Kerry will choose
him as a running mate, but Kerry had not
made any indication of that as of Wednes
day.

We have no illusions about the
Republican attack machine and
what our opponents have done in
the past and what they may try to
do in the future. But I know that
together we are equal to this
task. I am a fighter.
Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.)
With its 370 delegates, California was
a major victory for Kerry. In the past year,
this volatile state has seen a recalled gov

Wednesday to help raise money to his
goal of $175 million.
Analysts say that Bush will portray
Kerry unfavorably, and that Kerry will
respond with criticism of Bush’s perfor
mance in office, focusing on the
economy and the war in Iraq.
“There'll now be a ‘definition race’
and the Bush-Cheney forces will try to
define Kerry as quickly and negatively
as possible in the coming months,” said
John Weaver, who was the political di
rector for Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.)
during his run for president in 2000.
“[Kerry’s] challenge is to not only fight
that off, at least to a draw, but at the same
time in doing so, define himself,” he said.
In his victory speech, Kerry said he
is ready for the possibility of an attack
by the Bush campaign, “We have no il
lusions about the Republican attack ma
chine and what our opponents have done
in the past and what they may try to do
in the future. But I know that together
we are equal to this task. I am a fighter.”
Sources: New York Times, Boston Globe,
Providence Journal, Reuters, CNN, BBC

Jean-Bertrand Aristide

Jill Szaro ’05
World Staff

Facing international pressure and a
bloody rebellion, former Haitian presi
dent Jean-Bertrand Aristide fled his
country on Sunday to the Central Afri
can Republic in a plane provided by the
United States.
Once a radical Roman Catholic
priest, Aristide rose to power preaching
democracy and speaking out for the op
pressed. He promised, “peace in the
mind, peace in the belly.” In the end,
however, he could not practice what he
preached.
Aristide studied theology, sociology,
and psychology in Canada, Britain,
Italy, and Israel. He was ordained a
priest in 1982. He led the St. Jean Bosco
church in La Saline, one of the worst
slums in Haiti, and used his sermons to
protest the dictatorship under JeanClaude Duvalier. With his political ser

ernor and an ongoing budgetary crisis.
Analysts say that California is an im
portant battleground for the November
election between Kerry and Bush.
New York, worth 236 delegates, was
another key state. New York City is a
traditional Democratic stronghold that
stands in stark contrast to the Republi
can persuasion of the suburbs and up
state region.
Rhode Island, worth a mere 21 del
egates, had received no visiting Demo
cratic candidates and little campaign at
tention.
Crushing his Democratic opponents,
Kerry is now poised to take on Presi
dent George W. Bush. Bush said that
he called Kerry on the phone and said,
I hope we have a great debate about is
sues before the country.”
Kerry will have to contend with the
daunting Republican campaign machine
that has amassed nearly $130 million
to fund Bush’s re-election. Next week,
he will spend his first tens of millions
of dollars on advertising, with the slo
gan “steady leadership in a time of
change.” He began a six-day trip

mons broadcast on Catholic radio,
Aristide inspired millions in Haiti, but
eventually he became a target for
assasination. In 1988, worshippers were
killed and his church was burned while

he was saying Mass. Soon after,
Aristide was forced out of the priest
hood for his political activities.
In 1990, Aristide overcame threats
and adversity in the political arena to
overwhelmingly become president in
Haiti’s first democratic election. When
he took office in February 1991, many
Haitians saw Aristide as a saint from the
slums that could bring peace, order, sta
bility and prosperity to the country.
Eight months later, however, he was
forced to flee to the United States when
there was a military coup. With the sup
port of United States troops, Aristide
was restored to power in 1994 and Presi
dent Bill Clinton viewed his return to
Haiti as a “victory for freedom around
the world.”
A few years later this open support
from the United States and the interna
tional community was cut off when re
ports surfaced of political and economic
corruption after Aristide’s inauguration

for a second term in February 2001. He
was accused of allowing drug traffick
ing and using gangs to attack opponents.
He had fulfilled few of the promises
made to the Haitian people to raise the
country out of poverty, and as a result
he also lost the respect of those at home,
and abroad.
Relations with President George W.
Bush have been strained since both were
sworn into office within a few weeks of
each other. Anti-Aristide protests began
to spread throughout Haiti in 2003, and
a full scale revolt broke out in early Feb
ruary. With the appointment of Supreme
Court Justice Boniface Alexandre as the
new president of Haiti, critics disagree
on whether he will succumb to the same
fate as Aristide and the many before him,
or bring the much needed stability to
Haiti that everyone desperately wants
and deserves.
Sources: New York Times, Providence
Journal, Washington Post
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Local:

Gov. Carcieri to cut funding to pub
lic schools
Gov. Donald I. Carcieri (R) an
nounced a $7.9 million cut in state aid
to public schools. He says that the
money is not being spent to improve the
education of the students and is instead
going toward such things as unneces
sary teacher benefits.
“We are facing the most dramatic
budget deficit ever,” Providence Super
intendent of education Melody Johnson
said. “It is a management nightmare and
what we're facing is just devastating.”
Jeff Neal, a spokesman for the Gov
ernor, told reporters that the cut should
have been anticipated, given the state’s
$ 192 million deficit. “State aid has gone
up by $114.6 million since fiscal year
2000 and Providence has received $41.8
million of that,” said Neal.

National:

Harvard to build a new stem cell
research center
Harvard University announced this
week that they are working on building
a multi-million dollar center to grow and
study human embryonic stem cells.
Due to ethical concerns, President
George W. Bush has limited federal
funding for stem cell research, so most
of the funding will have to be private.
Scientists told the Boston Globe that
their goal is to raise $100 million, which
would make the center the largest pri
vately funded American stem cell
project.
“This is very important science that
has really enormous prospects to
benefit humankind,” said Steven E.

College News
by

Hyman, who is one of the 20 scientists
working on the project. “Throughout the
Harvard system, we have scientists work
ing on different aspects of stem cells. The
goal here is to bring them together to cre
ate a very strong effort,” he said.
International:

President of gun company has
a history of armed robbery

U.S. Approves Iraqi constitution

The Chairman of the famed Smith
American officials approved a tempo
& Wessen Gun Company was replaced
rary Iraqi constitution on Monday that after they found out he had served time
officials believe will be used at least un
in jail for a string of armed robberies in
til the end of 2005.
the fifties and sixties.
Secretary of State Colin L. Powell said,
Yet James Joseph Minder, 74, will
“This is a major achievement, only a day stay on board as an independent direc
late, which I think is terrific.”
tor. The company said in a statement,
The framers compromised on the role “While recognizing the very serious mis
of Islam. According to the constitution, takes in his early life, the board believes
Islam is “a source,” but not “the primary that Mr. Minder has led an exemplary
source” of law in Iraq, as some Iraqis life for 35 years and has provided tre
wanted.
mendous services to the community.”
Some fear that the country will split
He had confessed to eight armed rob
now that Saddam Hussein is out of beries, spent a total of about 10 years in
power. In response, the constitution jail, and attempted to escape once. He
is not allowed to carry a gun.
states that private militias not under con
trol of the federal government are to be
How did Minder’s past slip past the
150 year old gun company? “No one
disarmed.
, The constitution grants a great deal of asked the question, so I guess I never
autonomy to the Kurdish region in North
answered it,” he told reporters. “The
ern Iraq, which the Kurds have enjoyed only thing that would have disqualified
since the Gulf War in 1991.
me was if I had committed securities
Critics say that the constitution leaves fraud in the last 20 years, and I didn’t.”
After he got out of prison for the last
questions unanswered. “I am sure we
will not have solutions for all of our prob
time in 1969, he earned his Master’s
lems here,” said Adil Abdul Mahdi, a Degree in Social work at the University
powerful leader of the Supreme Council of Michigan and later founded a charity
to rehabilitate juvenile delinquents. The
for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq said.
“But the most important thing is that we company said that Minder is the
/‘epitome of the rehabilitated.”
are on the right path.”

Sources: BBC, CNN, New York Times,
Providence Journal
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Ask
PC
Should the state
government fund
scholarships to
students pursuing
a degree in
religion?

“If they're going to withhold
scholarships for theology majors,
what else will they not want to
fund? Will they only fund business
or science students who will have an
impact on the state's economy?”

Andrew McKenzie '04

Sources: BBC, Arizona Republic

Religion majors restricted

Sarah Long ’04
World Editor

In a seven to two decision last
Wednesday, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that states may prevent students
from seeking scholarships who plan to
major in religious studies. Though the
decision remains somewhat vague, the
significance is that the state is not re
quired by the federal government to
fund these students, even if they other
wise qualify for the scholarship.
The issue stems from a case two years
ago, in which Joseph Davey sued the
state of Washington after being barred
from receiving a state scholarship. In
1999, Davey enrolled at Northwest Col
lege in Kirkland, Wash., a private Chris
tian school. He applied for a Promise
Scholarship of $1,125 and declared a
double major in pastoral studies and
business management at Northwest.
Though he was academically and finan
cially qualified, Davey was told he could
not receive the money if he was going
to pursue the pastoral studies major.
Davey, represented by the American
Center for Law and Justice, sued the
state. He claimed that banning students
from scholarships who want to study re
ligion is a form of discrimination and is
a violation of the Constitutional rights
of freedom to practice religion, equal
protection, and freedom of expression.
He lost in federal district court in Se
attle but in 2002 won in the United
States Court of Appeals for the 9th Cir
cuit in San Francisco.
Gov. Gary Locke (D) of Washington
state appealed to the Supreme Court.
The Promise Scholarship that Davey
applied for was established by the Wash
ington Legislature in 1999 to assist stu
dents with educational expenses. The
program is funded by the State’s gen
eral fund and the money is distributed
evenly to all students who are awarded
the scholarship. In order to qualify, the
student must be in the top 15 percent of
his or her class or score above 1200 on

the SAT, must have a family income of
less than 135 percent of the state median,
and must not pursue a degree in theol
ogy. Academic plans must be approved
before the student receives the money.
The Supreme Court ruling means that
states will be responsible for deciding
whether their constitutions allow public
funding to go to college students study
ing religion. According to the Washing
ton constitution, “no public money or
property shall be appropriated for or ap
plied to any religious worship, exercise,
or instruction, or the support of any reli
gious establishment.” Nine other states
have similar statements.

If they’re going to withhold
scholarships for theology
majors what else will they not
want to fund? Will they only
fund business or science
students who will have an
impact on the state’s
economy?
Andrew McKenzie ’04

The court made a distinction between
what type of religious studies may not
be eligible for state scholarships. The
ruling concluded that Washington may
choose not to give money to students
studying “devotional theology,” and that
“such an exclusion from an otherwise
inclusive aid program does not violate the
Free Exercise Clause of the First Amend
ment.” The Court ruled that Davey’s pas
toral studies major was devotional, and
could therefore be barred from the schol
arship. The Court ruled that on the other
hand, states must not prohibit scholar
ships to students engaged in “the secular
study of the topic of religion,” but only
for “religious instruction — that is, in

struction that inculcates belief in God.”
According to the First Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution, “Congress shall
make no law respecting an establish
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof.” This statement con
tains two clauses - the Establishment
Clause and the Free Exercise Clause.
Thus, this legal battle walks a fine line
between what some consider to be antireligious discrimination on the one hand,
and the responsibility of the state not to
endorse a particular religion on the other.
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
said, “The state has merely chosen not
to fund a distinct category of instruc
tion.” He said that the ruling simply
gives the states the option of not fund
ing religious studies, but does not for
bid them if they so choose. “There are
some state actions permitted by the Es
tablishment Clause but not required by
the Free Exercise Clause,” he said.
Justice Antonin Scalia and Justice
Clarence Thomas were the dissenting
voices in the seven to two decision. “Let
there be no doubt: This case is about dis
crimination against a religious minor
ity,” Scalia said, referring to the schol
arship program’s rejection of Davey.
“What’s next?” Justice Scalia asked.
“Will we deny priests and nuns their prescription-drug benefits on the ground
that taxpayers’ freedom of conscience
forbids medicating the clergy at public
expense?”
The ruling flies in the face of Presi
dent George W. Bush’s initiative to fund
vouchers for elementary and secondary
schools in which students may attend
parochial schools. White House Press
Secretary Scott McClellan said, “the
President will certainly continue to work
to make sure that faith-based groups are
not discriminated against,” calling the
ruling “very narrow.”

Sources: New York Times, United States
Supreme Court, Pew Forum on Religion
and Public Life

“Yes. [The ruling] is ridiculous.
There are just as many facets of
religion to learn about as there are in
any other subject.”

Dana Pelliccio '04

“Yes. If a student earns a scholar
ship, they should be allowed to
major in what they want.”

Lisa Oefinger '05

“At least they [the students] are
studying something.”

Meghan Farell '04
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PC’s stupid Longer day may benefit area schools
human tricks
by

Courtney Arkell-Fargeorge ’06
Commentary Staff

by

Caitlin Ford ’05

Commentary Editor

Weekends at Providence College have
taken on a disturbing trend. Not only has
vandalism risen incredibly in the past few
weeks, but the number of police, fire, and
emergency
vehicles
called
onto
campus
has
CAMPUS
also increased. This
movement from simple
unruliness to complete delinquency not only
undermines the reputation of PC students
within the city, but it is also damaging
within the College itself. The most
unbelievable part of the movement,
however, is that it has been most marked
among upperclassmen.
This past weekend alone, two false fire
alarms were pulled, one in Davis Hall on
Friday and one in Cunningham Hall on
Saturday night. These false alarms not only
cost Providence College students hundreds
of dollars in fines, but they also wasted
several hours of the Providence Fire
Department’s time. To make matters worse,
both of these buildings are apartment
buildings, meaning they are almost
completely inhabited by Juniors and
Seniors. How can people who find fun in
pulling fire alarms be ready to graduate and
enter the real world?
There have been other more distressing
cases of vandalism as well. Broken
windows, which most upperclassmen
thought they had left behind on the quad,
have been springing up among all of the
apartment buildings. Worse yet, Davis Hall
experienced another defacement on Friday
night. Students awoke Saturday morning
to find writing in blue marker covering the
building. From lines on the walls of
hallways to “Go Rams!” in the stairwell, to
vulgar words on the elevators and walls, this
mess was not easily ignored. While this
very well may be the work of URI students,
home of the Rams , these people were still
guests of students living on-campus.
Students should have enough respect for the
school and their fellow students to control
their guests. This vandalism was not the
work of mature individuals — it was
destruction for the entertainment of an
infantile few.
The most common excuse heard on
campus for such behavior is drunkenness.
However, this in no way justifies vandalism
and disorderly conduct that goes so far as
to be disrespectful, not only to the College
itself, but also to the students living in those
buildings affected. Some silly behavior is
expected on weekends, and especially by
upperclassmen who have had a few drinks.
However, while harmless pranks and noisy,
even a little obnoxious, behavior are
acceptable, vandalism is not. These acts
cost students a great deal of money in fines,
and many of these students will have to pay
these costs themselves. Not only this, but
students must live in vandalized buildings,
like Davis, that are not cleaned on
weekends, and which may show signs of
damage for much longer than that.
Clearly, the lack of respect shown by
these behaviors is not indicative of people
who are ready to move into the real world.
If one cannot handle a weekend at college
without destroying things around him, he
does not have the self-control to make it on
his own. The novelty of such acts should
have been worn out long ago, much like the
novelty of pressing the bell in the elevator.
The fact that there has been an increase in
vandalism and other detrimental behavior
among the Junior and Senior classes is both
upsetting and disappointing. Let us prove
that we are indeed responsible young adults
and stop participating in outrageous conduct
like that which was seen this past weekend.

The Providence school system has
long been suffering from inadequacy.
There are not enough teachers, enough
books, enough money, and school
buildings are in poor
condition.
Now the
LOCAL
school system has
another shortcoming
to deal with—the length of its school
day. Some community members and
educators are advocating a longer school
day for Providence’s elementary and
middle schools. A longer school day
may be exactly what the Providence
school system needs. However, it seems
that it will be extremely difficult to get
the community to look past its present
concerns to consider such a proposal.
The Roger Williams Middle School
faces serious educational problems
everyday. It lacks enough music and art
teachers to instruct its students. The
building needs a facelift. There is not
enough money to buy new textbooks.
The cafeteria is not supplied with
enough food to get through three lunch
periods. The Board of Regents recently
met to discuss problems like these, as
well as a new issue that has been brought
to the table. It has been proposed that
the school day should be extended from
five hours and forty-five minutes to
seven hours. The majority of parents,
community members, and educators at
the meeting were wholeheartedly
opposed to such an improvement. They
felt that the building needs to be restored
and new teachers need to be hired before
a longer school day can be put into
action.
The proposal to extend the day is not

www.providenceschools.org

Students at a Providence school.
as wild an idea as some of the people
at the meeting may assume it is.
Schools in other parts of the state have
already lengthened their days to six and
a half hours. Seven hours is not so
outrageous in comparison. An
extended school day may positively
affect both the students and the
community at large. It may cause the
community to refocus, to remember
that an education does not come from
a building. Education comes from
active participation in learning between
the student and the teacher. The longer
the school day, the more time educators
will have to share knowledge with their
students. In return, the students will
have a greater opportunity to absorb
more information and to cultivate
closer relationships with their teachers.
An extended school day will also
keep young people who live in unsafe
areas of the city away from the dangers
in such neighborhoods. Juan Lopez,
once a member of the Providence
school board, was an active participant
at the Roger Williams board meeting.
He commented. “Let’s give these kids
the same amount of instruction as the
kids in the suburbs. These kids need a

place to be safe, where they can learn.”
I agree with Mr. Lopez that it is absurd
for the inner-city students to receive a
poorer education than the students in
richer areas because the city school
board does not want to give its students
more time to learn.
In addition to more instruction time,
another advantage to a longer day is that
teachers will be on the school grounds
longer. This may enable parents and
educators to meet more frequently and
for longer periods of time. There may
not have to be anymore rushed fifteen
minute parent-teacher conferences.
The parents and educators could have
the chance to get to know each other
better. The teacher may be able to
explain to the parent in greater detail
how his child is doing in school. The
parent may also be able to share things
about his child with the teacher so that
the teacher could instruct the child more
effectively.
Other problems in the Providence
school system cannot be ignored either.
Music and art are essential to any
education. There has to be a sufficient
number of teachers to teach these
subjects in order for a student to receive
a well-rounded education. Students
should also not be reading from fifteen
year-old textbooks; new ones should be
bought. However, the idea to extend the
length of the school day should not be
immediately brushed to the side. A
longer school day, in addition to many
other improvements made to the
Providence school system, could give
the young people of Providence an
education that is comparable to that
which students in other parts of the state
receive.

Bill facing Senate confuses life issue
by Juliette

Paul ’05

Asst. Commentary Editor

U.S. government officicals are
presently in a confused state. Legislators
cannot seem to solidify their various
definitions of the human person.
Last week, the House of Represent
atives passed a bill that
NATIONAL would treat a violent
crime against a
pregnant woman as a
double offense against her and the fetus
she is carrying. The measure would
apply to women in all stages cf
pregnancy and would only be put into
action when federal crimes, such as
terrorism and drug trafficking, are
committed. The White House and
President Bush’s conservative
supporters backed the proposed Unborn
Victims of Violence Act. According to
the Feb. 26 issue of The New York Times,
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (RTenn.) pledged to bring up the bill soon.
Interestingly enough, the legislation
explicitly excludes abortion.
Abortion is legal in the United States,
and yet the House of Representatives
and the White House have approved a
law stating that an attack against a fetus
is a crime. The word attack is
noteworthy. Abortion destroys a fetus,
but an attack might only cause harm. So,
harm against a fetus could be illegal at
the same time that the destruction of a
fetus is legal. This pinpoints a problem
in legislative logic that the Senate should

correct before voting.
The government is at fault for being
so inconsistent. For the House of
Representatives to agree to give legal
rights to something considered by the
government to be a fleshy mass is
strikingly contradictory. According to
the Feb. 27 issue of The Chicago
Tribune, the language of the bill
intensifies this contradiction when
defining the fetus as an “unborn child”
and “a member of the species of homo
sapiens, at any stage of development,
who is carried in the womb.”
Pro-choice advocates have every
right to get ruffled feathers over this
statement’s blatant infringement upon
abortion rights. The bill passed 254163, which is a significant majority
vote and one that suggests that
government officials personal beliefs
may be in conflict with their political
standpoints. The consequent mass
uproar of women's rights activists and
pro-choice voters that would occur if
abortion was made illegal is enough to
discourage representatives from voting
anti-abortion.
If the Unborn Victims of Violence
Act is put into action, the real crisis it
would expose is not so much
inconsistency as cowardice on the part
of government officials. Whether it is
a campaign ploy or not, many
presidential candidates during past
elections, like President Bill Clinton,
have claimed a personal distaste for
abortion, but believe in a woman’s right

to
choose.
Recently,
House
representatives, like Rep. Melissa Hart
(R-Pa.) and Rep. Henry Hyde (R-Ill.)
have voiced their support for the bill’s
protection of human life. In the Feb. 27
issue of The New York Times, Rep.
Hyde responds to critics of the bill,
saying, “Here’s an opportunity to not
restrict the liberty of a pregnant woman,
but to enhance the sanctity of human
life.” The fact that in a legislative body
that legalizes abortion, such a bill
passed smoothly through the House of
Representatives, the White House, and
will soon be considered by the Senate,
exposes the problematic conflict
between morality and what is socially
acceptable in the political system.
There is essentially no difference
between terminating a pregnancy, in the
case of the Unborn Victims of Violence
Act, and aborting one. Yet. politicians
hesitate to make that connection.
Abortion will never be illegal, because
most government officials fear mixing
morality with politics and opt for the
easy way out—abortion tolerance. If
politicians claim the right to define
personhood in American society, the
least they can do is be consistent.
I applaud the*House representatives
who voted with the intention of
guarding human life. Yet, the federal
government has no right to selectively
protect the unborn. Keep legalizing
abortion, but when in doubt, address the
issue. Don’t dance around it.
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Tangents and Tirades
Waiting for your flight to take off? Read Tangents and
Tirades, and you’ll feel like you ’re leaving your worries
behind.
Passion violent but not exaggerated

I have unfortunately not yet seen Mel
Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ, but I have heard enough about the film from
like-minded individuals and know enough about the Biblical accounts of the Passion
to resent Maureen Dowd’s idiotic comments in the Feb. 26 New York Times. Dowd
flippantly dubs the film’s depiction of the horrific last hours of the life of Jesus
Christ as “cartoonish violence.” Apparently Ms. Dowd would prefer to ignore the
bare facts that scourging and crucifixion were not exactly clean methods of
punishment and execution. I suppose she would rather ignore what is after all
historical truth, in favor of a prettified, more comfortable account. No doubt she’d
rather that Jesus sang while being crucified, a la Andrew Lloyd Weber’s Jesus Christ
Superstar (which, don’t get me wrong, I do enjoy). - Steph Pietros ’04

Say goodbye to wintertime blues We have suffered through a long, hard winter.
There were snowstorms, intense winds, and sub-zero temperatures. As
uncomfortable as we may have been in the past few months, the frigid conditions
that we survived make us all the more grateful for any warm weather that we may
get. This past weekend was the best weekend weather-wise that we have experienced
since the fall of last year. Even though the thermometer only just touched above
50, we were as happy as can be on the PC campus. Hopefully we will only see
more of those warm days and no more of those dreary cold ones. — Courtney
Arkell-Fargeorge ’06

Cutting ruins an otherwise good time

Today with great pride I purchased my
Big East Tournament tickets. It was a moment of distinct excitement for me as a
student with a long family history at this school and with a great interest in old PC
basketball stories. But since I like to be negative I wanted to complain about
something. What’s the deal with cutting? I showed up two hours before the tickets
went on sale with a whole lot of other people. We waited, talked and complained
while meanwhile a bunch of hot shots started cutting. First of all we are not 10
anymore. Grow up! We are adults who should have moved beyond cutting. But
what really gets me is as follows. This is not like cutting in a line for food in which
everyone gets food. There were kids who waited a long time for tickets and basically
had them stolen by a bunch of people who did not care to wait in line or show up on
time. Where is the respect for your fellow students? Show up on time, don’t steal
other people’s chance to get tickets. All I have got to say is no cuts, no buts, no
coconuts!

Al Queda representatives say that despite Bush’s
recent efforts, Osama bin Laden continues to live
in caves like an animal, feeding off small insects
from the ground.

by Dustin Kahoud ’04

— Terence Sweeney ’06

Toilet bill makes women happy

High fives to State Rep. Tommy Smith of
Nicholls (D-Ga.) for introducing a bill in the Georgia House of Representatives
last Wednesday that will require twice as many women’s toilets in restrooms as in
men's restrooms. In the Feb. 26 issue of The Chicago Tribune, Rep. Smith was
quoted as saying. “Anytime you have a toilet or—what are them things called?—
urinals, you know, for the men, you should have twice as many for the ladies.”
Again. Georgia elected this man for their state representative. At least he has
problem solving skills. Rep. Smith added, “It’s not good for the females that they
can’t go to the bathroom, and it’s not good for the men because we have to wait
on ’em to get out. This is a serious problem.” I’m not much of a women’s rights
activist, but talk about your selfish alternatives. The bill would only apply to
government buildings after July of this year. Smith, naturally, has three female
co-sponsors for his toilet bill. Thanks for taking a stance Rep. Smith. Please work
on a Congressional bill. —Juliette Paul ’05

Can you hear me now? Remember when you were young and you would
complain about going to church? Your mom would tell you that you could give
up one hour a week for God. Apparently, some people here cannot give up one
hour of free nights and weekends—-not even for God! The past three times at
Mass, I have heard someone’s cell phone ring each night. I know that sometimes
it’s easy to forget to turn off your cell phone, but I hope it won't get to the point
where there has to be a reminder to shut them off before Mass starts—like they
do at the movie theaters. Leave your phones at home when you go to church.
Mom would tell you you can give it up for one hour. —Jennifer Skala ’05
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U.S. aid supporting human Howard Dean was pioneer
rights violations in Africa for Democratic campaigns
by

Terence Sweeney ’05
Commentary Staff

It is easy while at college to forget
that there is actually a world beyond the
hallowed halls of academia and social
tomfoolery. But every once in a while,
issues arise which
WORLD remind one that in this
world there are still
great injustices that
need tc be faced every day and on every
continent. Far too often those reminders
of injustice come from the continent of
Africa. Today the nation of Western
Sahara is under military occupation by
Morocco as it has been for twenty-nine
years, and few people in the world know
or care.
The nation of Western Sahara is on
the northwest coast of Africa below
Morocco and above Mauritania.
According to the C.l.A. World Fact
Book, it is a nation approximately the
size of Colorado and is primarily a desert
region. It is populated by 261,794 people
who live primarily nomadic lives. The
nation had been a colony of Spain from
1884 until 1974, but in 1975 Morocco
illegally occupied the nation in defiance
of the United Nations. The people of
Western Sahara have been struggling for
independence behind the leadership of
the Polisario for twenty-five years. The
United Nations formed MINURSO (the
United Nations Mission for the
Referendum in Western Sahara) in 1991
after a cease fire agreement between the
Polisario and Morocco in which the two
groups agreed to a referendum. This
referendum was supposed to allow
Saharawi people to determine the future
of their nation. For the past 13 years the
Moroccans have been delaying and
frustrating that referendum.
Why should all this matter to us at
Providence College? We may not have
much time to read up on obscure nations
and their injustices, but we have an
obligation to do so. College students
cannot live in a cocoon of ignorance and
apathy. The fact is that Morocco’s
actions are one of the most blatant acts
of aggression, territorial aggrandize
ment, and injustice of our time.
Today in Algeria there are 170,000
refugees who are running out of food and
clean water in a‘harsh environment.
Hundreds of the Saharawi have been
held prisoner by the autocratic nation of
Morocco for the past 25 years. They
have had no contact with the outside
world including their families. The
Saharawi people have also been holding
prisoners, but only because the
Moroccans will not agree to the
referendum process. As a sign of good
will the Saharawi released 100 Prisoners

of War. Meanwhile, the Moroccans
mistreat Prisoners or War in camps that
resemble Gulags. The people of Western
Sahara have no rights and no pathway
to gain those rights. And in an insult to
international law, Morocco repeatedly
agreed to and then refused to allow a
referendum to determine the in
dependence of West Sahara. These
actions are an affront to human rights.
They suppress a people, take their land
and livelihood, and defy the organization
that is supposed to defend the rights of
all people.
Meanwhile, the United States has for
the past 29 years been supporting
Morocco. We poured $1 billion into
Morocco’s military and $ 1.3 billion into
their economy every year. The aid we
are giving Morocco is not used just to
build highways and defend that nation’s
borders; it is used directly to inflict harm
on an unjustly occupied nation. The
United States has been supporting the
policy of Morocco and in so doing is
supporting an assault on human rights.
This does not mean that some distant
despot is not only responsible or even
that bureaucrats in Washington D.C. are;
it means that we all are. The actions of
the U.S. government are the actions of
the people of the United States. I believe
that few of us would be willing to support
Morocco in such a manner. We must
speak up to denounce Morocco’s actions
and our nation’s support for them.
Martin Luther King Jr. once said that
an “injustice anywhere is a threat to
justice everywhere.” There are countless
injustices in this world, some even in our
own neighborhoods. We cannot just
bury our heads in the sand—we must
respond. We can respond by simply
being informed. Have the guts,
determination, and intelligence to look
into what is going on in the world on a
local, national, and international level.
But more can be done. Write to your
senator or representative and inform
them that the present situation in Western
Sahara is unacceptable.
Our
representatives have an obligation to
listen to our views and to act upon them.
A change in U.S. policy towards
Morocco would force that nation to end
its unjust actions. Lastly, give money to
the organizations that help the Western
Saharan refugees including the Office of
the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (U.N.H.C.R.), the World
Food Program (W.F.P.), and the
International Committee of the Red
Cross. Check out their websites, donate
money, and help out. If people care and
are willing to put in a little effort, great
things can happen and maybe injustice
will no longer be a great threat to all of
us.

Letters to the Editor:

Mike Raia ’05

“Today my candidacy may come to
an end—but our campaign for change
is not over. I want to thank each and
every person who has supported this
campaign. Over the last year, you have
reached out to neighbors, friends, family
and colleagues—building one American
at a time the greatest grassroots
campaign presidential politics has ever
seen. ”
—Gov. Howard Dean, M.D.
February 18, 2004
Is a candidate that brought new voters
into the political arena a failure?
Is a campaign that has reintroduced
neighbors and recreated open political
debate a footnote to
CAMPAIGN presidential campaign
textbooks?
Is the language of
change in America forgotten while the
voice of change resides in a small, rural
New England state?
These are the questions I have been
asking myself since leaving Madison,
Wis. last Wednesday to drive back East
after spending eight weeks working for
the Howard Dean for America
presidential campaign. I do not regret
taking a semester off from Providence
College in any way. My journey
introduced me to people from across the
nation who want to make a change in
this country. It allowed me the honor of
driving a car in Gov. Dean’s motorcade
and meeting Ambassador Carol MoselyBraun. I shook former Sen. Bill
Bradley’s hand and had a beer with Tom
Hughes, N.H. State Field Director. These
are the personal reasons for having no
regrets—the reasons that do not matter.
I cannot regret being part of the
campaign that has reset the tone for
Democratic debate in this country. I
helped spread the message that the
eventual candidate from my party will
fight the current administration in
November. How can a campaign that
brought the Democratic Party back to its
base of providing jobs, education, and
healthcare to every American be seen as
a failure?
Since Newt Gingrich ended the
Democratic grip in the House of
Representatives in 1994, the Democrats
have been running reactive campaigns
to the dangerous legislation of the right.
For more than a decade, Democrats have
allowed themselves to be painted as
baby-killers and welfare warriors by
conservative politicians and pundits who
seek to divide this country on issues of

race, gender, and sexual orientation. Gov.
Dean had the political courage to stand
for something, rather than against
something. That proactive and visionary
stance has now been soaked into the
platforms of the remaining Democratic
candidates.
Democrats and all Americans should
be proud of Gov. Dean and the other
Democratic candidates for the
presidency. Each has stood up to the
platform of Karl Rove and Dick Cheney
and vowed to be a representative and
pillar of leadership for the American
people—not Enron, WorldCom, and
Halliburton.
Sen. Edwards has led a fight to repeal
NAFTA
because
the
current
administration has lost more jobs than
any other since Herbert Hoover saw the
collapse of the American economy. The
argument that Bush has created jobs in
the past six months is ludicrous. Look it
up, the 200,000 service jobs the
administration has “created" do not equal
the 2.4 million industrial and
technological jobs lost in three years.
Most of the new jobs are being filled by
people who now have to work two or
three jobs just to keep food on the table.
Sen. Kerry has a plan to provide 96
percent of Americans with access to the
same healthcare plan that federal
politicians and the President receive. His
plan is not a universal, single-payer
health plan, but rather a tax incentive for
small business employers to provide
their employees with standard health
insurance. By investing in small
business, Sen. Kerry, along with the
other Democrats, seek to stabilize the
work force and increase jobs, as more
than 70 percent of American jobs are in
small business.
This is a party that has taken its voice
for change back from the conservative
noisemakers.
November’s election is a crossroads
for the Democratic Party and America.
The Democratic nominee, no matter
whom it turns out to be, will undoubtedly
stand up next to President Bush, in front
of the nation and the world, and offer a
clear alternative for change in this
county.
History will remember Howard Dean
as the candidate that brought political
debate back to the issues that bring out
the best in Americans, not those that
appeal to our worst sides.

Raia is a former Associate Editor-inChief of The Cowl. He took a leave of
absence to work for the Dean campaign.

Catholic politicians should not be pro-choice

Friar pride and appreciation extends beyond graduation
Two days ago, I learned that my wife
is going to have a baby boy at the end of
July. We are going to name our first born
Dominic, after St. Dominic. The reason
I feel inclined to share this personal piece
of information with all of the current
under-graduates at Providence College
is because I want to give everyone
“inside information” with the sole
intention of trying to help each of you
grow your life portfolios at the highest
rate of return possible.
I have come across so many PC
alumni who reminisce and will
inevitably say, “We had it so good while
at PC.” I dare say the number one most
under utilized resource by past and
present students are the Dominicans. If
one is intellectually honest, one must
admit that the backbone of PC’s
greatness is due to the Dominican Order.
It is in every persons’ best interest,
student or otherwise, to get to know the
Dominicans and take advantage of what
they bring to the table. Their wealth of

by
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knowledge, experiences, professional
expertise, and the appreciation one will
gain from interacting with them will add
a dimension to one’s college experience
that will never be forgotten. And that is
why my wife and I are naming our first
born Dominic.
When my wife, Molly, and I were at
the hospital getting the ultrasound, the
doctor’s assistant said, “John, you went
to PC, right?” Much to my happy
surprise, Mike, the doctor’s assistant,
graduated from PC two years after I did.
Because of our PC connection, I shared
with Mike that we are naming our son
Dominic, because of our love,
appreciation, and respect for the
Dominicans and the Dominican Order.
And February 26, I looked in the
paper to see our men’s basketball team
was 13th in the country! We Friars are
everywhere! Go PC!
John J. Olohan ’95

Since I am a registered Democrat who
votes on everything and a strong and
vociferous opponent of abortion, I will
not be voting for Sen. John Kerry (DMass.) in the Rhode Island presidential
primary on March 2, 2004.
I recognize that Roe v. Wade (1973)
is the law of the land, but it is my
prerogative not to like it. And I do have
the right to free speech as a U.S. citizen
to voice my opinon.
In his 2003 book, A Call to Service,
Kerry says he is a “believing and
practicing Catholic married to another
believing and practicing Catholic.”
However. Kerry has supported all forms
of abortion, including partial-birth. Six
times, he was faced with legislation that
would outlaw this procedure and he
voted to keep the procedure legal.
Sen. Kerry said in January while
campaigning in New Hampshire that he
will not appoint a Justice to the Supreme
Court that will undo “choice.” But
Supreme Court Justices sometimes
change their minds. Only fools do not
change their minds. U. S. Supreme
Court Justice H. Blackman later changed

his mind on Roe v. Wade.
Some Catholic pro-lifers say Kerry
should choose one or the other: abortion
support or his faith. After all, St. Thomas
More the patron saint of politicians and
diplomats, said he could not serve two
masters—God and King Henry VIII.
I also wish to mention the U.S.
Catholic bishop’s 1998 document,
“Living the Gospel of Life.” “Catholic
public officials who disregard Church
teaching on the inviolability of the
human person indirectly collude in the
taking of innocent life...No public
official, especially one claiming to be a
faithful and serious Catholic, can
responsibly advocate for or actively
support direct attacks on innocent life.”
I would be remiss if I did not mention
that my sources have been obtained from
the many periodicals in the Providence
College Library. The people who work
there are friendly and very efficient.
Watch your backs, as terrorism is still
with us. Support our military and God
bless America.
Russell P. Demoe ’73
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Spring concert spreads its Roots
Hip-hop's premier rock group brings the noise, the funk, and
the Dave Chappelle references to PC’s best concert in years
by Joe Mavodones
A&F. Staff

’05

Before last week’s BOP
sponsored event in “Club”
Peterson, I had only seen The
Roots live in concert twice: as
the opening act
| for the Dave
| Matthews Band
in Foxboro in
the late nineties, and as the
headliner at Bates College in
Maine back in 2001. Both times
were rather uneventful. When
they opened for DMB, The
Roots only played for about a
half an hour, and didn’t really
connect with many of the 14year-old girls in attendance. At
Bates, the scene wasn’t much
better, as The Roots, Talib
Kweli, and Dead Prez seemed
almost embarrassed to be
performing in front of a bunch
of white kids from Maine.
After experiencing these two
lackluster concerts, I wasn’t
sure if it was The Roots who
were slacking in their live
performances, or if it was just
the audiences’ lack of
participation.
All of my ambiguity towards
The Roots in concert changed
after last Friday, though, as they
delivered a convincing,
enjoyable performance to a
sold-out crowd.
I arrived at the concert half
way through the set of the
opening band,
Virginia
Coalition. Yup, the funky rock
band, Virginia .Coalition.
Awesome. Nothing against the
guys from Virginia Coalition,
but why have a rock band open
up for a hip-hop act? It's like
asking George Steinbrenner to
give a pre-game speech at
Fenway Park. It just wasn’t
working. Except for the few
minutes during VC’s cover of
Blackstreet’s “No Diggity,” the
crowd seemed restless and
unenthusiastic.
Before getting to The Roots’
actual performance, I need to
address the major drawback of
the night: the venue. I mean,
Peterson is good for playing
basketball or working out, but
it’s not good for a concert. After
attending three concerts there
over the last three years, I’ve
noticed a couple of Peterson’s
flaws. First it’s too big. It
disrupts the sound quality, and
takes away from any intimacy
between the band and the
audience. Secondly, it’s indoors.
Imagine how much more fun it
would be to have the concert
outside, and use Peterson as the
back-up in case of bad weather.
So, where should we have the
annual spring concert? I say we
relocate to the Quad. How great
would it be to set up a stage in
front of Aquinas, rope off the
Quad, and let a band rock the
heart of PC’s campus every
spring? Who wouldn’t go? Are

They rock, they rap, their
drummer has the single
most ferocious afro in all of
popular music... and for
one night, they were all
ours: Superbly coiffed
drummer ?uestlove (left),
guitarist “Captain” Kirk,
keyboardist Kamal
(above), and the rest of The
Roots rocked the Peterson
Recreation Center last
Friday night.

there any drawbacks? Anyway,
I’m digressing...
Once The Roots came on
stage, the capacity crowd
erupted. Led by frontman/
rapper Black Thought, the
quintet from Philly delivered a
rousing performance show that
seemed to please everyone in
attendance. Consisting of Black
Thought, bassist Hub, drummer
?uestlove, keyboardist Kamal,
and guitarist “Captain” Kirk.
The Roots have created their
own genre within hip-hop.
Blending an improvisational
jazz style with a hip-hop
swagger, The Roots have
become one of hip-hop’s
international voices. Through
out their performance in
Peterson, they demonstrated
why they’re so widely respected

across all musical borders.
Four things struck me as
compelling while attending the
show:

1. The Roots’ ability to
connect with the crowd
As a staple of live hip-hop
shows, crowd participation is
crucial. Throughout every song,
Black Thought had the crowd
at his command, while the band
had everyone swaying with
their irresistible jams. Part of the
credit has to go to the crowd,
too, as they were willing to
participate in the concert.

2. The musical skill of each
member of The Roots
The Roots aren’t rappers or
hip-hoppers. They’re mus
icians. Utilizing a fill! band is

unique in the rap world, but
utilizing a band in general to
sound good is difficult on its
own. That The Roots ac
complish both of these makes
it that much more impressive.
They highlighted this by
allowing each band member to
perform their own solos
throughout the show. Kirk’s
scorching, five minute long
guitar solo was remarkable and
stunned the crowd. In addition,
The Roots further demonstrated
their musical skill by
performing every song just as
they sound on each of their
albums. This may sound like an
unsubstantial fact, but at a live
show it’s vital, and proves to be
the watermark of all great
bands.

3. Black Thought’s Dave
Chappelle References
Throughout the entire show,
Black Thought continuously
referenced lines from Comedy
Central’s Chappelle’s Show.
Most of the crowd exploded
with laughter as he spit lines like

“WHAT1...YEYAH!” “What
did the five fingers say to the
face... SLAP!” and “I’m Rick
James, b—h!” The comedic
touch was just an added bonus
to the concert itself. The Roots
capped off the Chappelle’s
Show allusions with a cover of
Rick James’ “Superfreak” that
got everybody in the crowd into
a frenzy.

4. The Songs (obviously)
Any fan of The Roots knows
that each album they’ve
released has been packed with
hits. Throughout the concert,
they performed some of their
best. They brought back some
classics like “Proceed,” as well
as performing more wellknown hits like “The Next
Movement” and “The Seed
2.0.” They even performed
some new tracks from their
upcoming release The Tipping
Point. A highlight of the night
came towards the end of the
show when they covered a
medley of current rap and R&B
songs, ranging from Ludacris’
“Splash
Waterfalls”
to
Beyonce’s “Crazy in Love.”
The Roots’ performance last
Friday was the best concert I
have seen so far in my three
years here at PC. Dispatch was
decent my freshman year, and
Wyclef was a little bit better last
year, but this year was outstand
ing. Despite a clash in style with
the opening act, The Roots did
nothing wrong. Let’s hope BOP
can bring in another great band
next year, and we can all enjoy
another terrific concert. Let’s
just pray that it's on the Quad.

GRADE: B+
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It was a big night for all the lit

A&E’s crack movie reviewers take you through the higi
uy

Stephanie Smith ’06
Asst. A&E Editor

First and foremost, before I say any
thing about the Oscars, I have to let it be
known that I am sick of hearing about
The Lord of the Rings. And it’s not be
cause I think I’m too cool for fantasy
movies, because believe me I’m not; I’m
a huge Star Wars fan. But LOTR is not
that great. It’s actually a lot like Star
Wars—it’s a trilogy with great special
effects and a fantasy premise. It’s not
uadtu on a book
uvuk
innovative, it
it’as based
series. So why should it get
200 (okay... 11) awards at
the Oscars? What about the
about people"!
That aside, I have to say
that I enjoyed watching the
Oscars this year; I laughed,
I cried, and I learned quite a
'lot. For instance, ladies, did
you know that men notice
other men’s, like Matthew
McConaughey’s, skin? It’s
true. Actually, the Oscars show
itself is not an awards show, but
rather a chance for the general
public to get a good laugh at the
expense of celebrities whom we
criticize but are secretly very envi
ous of or infatuated with. With this
in mind, fellow movie aficionado Pat
Egan ’05and I sat down to watch
the show and offer our opinions
on the stars and the movies.
uunng me pre-snow,
someone interviewing
Alec Baldwin mentioned
that in the future
Baldwin would be
playing a character
named Oscar on
Broadway. Then the
\ interviewer chuck
led and squealed,
“do you think
that’s a coincidence?!”

Pat and Steph: (silence)
Steph: Wait, J just got that!
Wow, that was not funny.
Pat: Yeah, that was weak.
Most of the pre-show went along
these lines. The jokes were hurting.
However, Pat and I got a chance to com
pare notes on the attractiveness of the
nominees. For instance, we felt differ
ently about Liv Tyler.

Steph: I think she’s beautiful.
Pat: Oh, I don't.
Steph: Really?
Pat: She looks too
much like her father.
Steph: Yeah, what’s
your point? He’s
beautiful, too.
Although flip
ping the channels to
the Oscars and then
watching the show is
enjoyable, the experi
ence is enhanced
when you know the
behind-the-scenes in
formation. For in-

stance, Bill Murray, who was nominated
for Best Actor for his role in Lost in
Translation, feels that the Academy does
not recognize comedy enough in its
choices. Luckily Pat and I read Enter
tainment Weekly and Us Weekly, so we
know these things. Murray did not win
the award; Sean Penn did for Mystic
River. Murray was visibly upset during
this presentation, so much so that Billy
Crystal, the Master of Ceremonies,
shouted “Don’t leave, Bill! We love
you.”

in a wheelchair and then crashed into a
wall, demonstrating that his knack for
comedy is still alive and well. He was
involved in some excellent movies like
Breakfast at Tiffany’s, The Pink Panther,
and A Shot in the Dark. (Pat owns the A
Shot in the Dark DVD even though it
came out in 1964; that is what we call
expertise.)
All in all, the Oscars were a good
time, except for the excessive shots of
Peter Jackson in his little chair, giggling
triumphantly to himself.

Pat: I kinda wanted Bill Murray to win.

Steph: Peter Jackson is really dishev

He is not happy right now.

eled. Is he one of those people that show
up to awards shows looking like they just
rolled out of bed to show that they aren’t
conformists?
Pat: No, I think he just looks like that
all the time.

Penn’s Best Actor win was the only
one that could really be considered an
upset. Charlize Theron won Best Actress
for her transformation in Monster. Most
of the other presentations and acceptan
ces went along smoothly. Except for the
disagreement between Pat and me about
Liv Tyler. Apparently, Sandra Bullock is
more Pat’s style.

Pat: She should be my wife.
And Julia Roberts...

Pat: She could be my mistress.
After all this beautiful people-watch
ing, though, we encountered a category
that was a little scary to say the least.
Terror, ladies and gentlemen, is the ani
mated short film.

Actually, there was an excess of
LOTR all together. I was also disap
pointed by Sofia Coppola. She seemed
apathetic to the whole situation. I mean,
I know that she is talented but does that
mean that she doesn’t have to be grate
ful? Moreover, where was Big Fish?
That was a great movie that got seriously
overlooked. Luckily, Pat and I were able
to laugh about these shortcomings. And,
Pat, I apologize for any inappropriate
comments that I may have made about
Jude Law, Sting, Pierce Brosnan, etc. and
for calling Sandra Bullock plain. How
ever, I will not apologize for my feel
ings about hobbits. Ever.

Pat: This is the stuff of nightmares.
Steph: No, seriously. If I have horrify
ing dreams about dancing claymation
figures tonight I will blame this show.
Films such as Gone Nutty, Harvey
Krumpet, and Nibbles were nominated
in this category and Harvey Krumpet,
which is in claymation, won. On the
other hand, the friendly Finding Nemo
won for Best Animated Feature. And,
what is more, the writer thanked his wife
and admitted that he wrote “I love you”
in a note to her in eighth grade.

Steph: That is adorable. And he looks a
little like Nemo, too!
Songs that were nominated for Best
Song were performed during the show,
which was a nice break from all the talk
ing. My favorite was Sting’s “You Will
Be My Own True Love,” mostly because
I love Sting. However, the winner was
“Into the West” from LOTR by Fran
Walsh, Howard Shore and Annie
Lennox.

Pat: (stares at the androgynous Annie
Lennox with confusion)
Steph: Remember her? She sang “Walk
ing on Broken Glass.” That was my fa
vorite song in fourth grade!
Pat: Imagine what would happen if she
and Peter Jackson had a kid...
Not only were Annie Lennox and the
great Sting at the show, but Phil Collins
also made an appearance and presented
with Sting. It was like the early nineties
all over again. I was in my glory. That
presentation was one of my favorite Os
car moments, along with the musical per
formance by Will Ferrell and Jack Black.

Pat: They are ingenious. Look at Will
Fenell’s facial expressions.
Steph: And the scary part is that they
can actually sing.
Another great moment was the pre
sentation of an Honorary Oscar to Blake
Edwards, who has been writing, direct
ing, and producing in Hollywood for
over 50 years. Edwards rolled onstage

The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of
the King
Best Animate
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e hobbits—thank God it’s over
and lows (well, mostly lows) of Hollywood’s biggest party
by

Pat Egan ’05

radiates sexual energy.

A&E Staff

Pat: Um, if you say so. He’s no Sandra

Peter Jackson should never again
appear on television. The Oscar-winning
Lord of the Rings director is a slob. His
hair is all over the place, the collar on
his shirt doesn’t close, and he looks like
he hasn’t seen a shower in weeks, maybe
even months. And as good as I thought
the Lord ofthe Rings movies were, I was
sick of them by the end of Oscar night.
It seemed like every award of the
evening went to that movie, and pretty
much every one of the acceptance
speeches was sleep-inducing. Thank
fully, though, I had fellow A&E movie
reviewer Steph Smith ’06 by my side.
We were able to numb the pain of
watching the Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King sweep the Academy
Awards by commenting on everything
from magazines—

Steph: I like Entertainment Weekly. But
I love Us Weekly. It’s like my guilty
pleasure.
Pat: Oh yeah, I’m a big Entertainment
Weekly fan, but I recently cancelled my
Us subscription. It just didn’t do it for
me.
Steph: (Laughs at me)
Pat: I don’t know what people are going
to think of me after reading all this.

to the mystery that is Sting-

Steph: I think he is so hot. He just

Bullock, though, that’s for sure. I’d like
to marry her.

But anyways, onto the awards.
Sean Penn and Charlize Theron
picked up the major acting awards. Penn
won for his work in Mystic River and
Theron for her career-making per
formance in Monster. I was happy that
Penn won (I thought he was phenomenal
in Mystic), but Steph was pulling for
Cold Mountain star Jude Law.

ranks right up there with handsome Pete
Jackson as one of the more annoying
people attending this year’s Oscars.
Back to Peter Jackson. He won Best
Director, and even though I was hoping
Clint Eastwood would win for Mystic
River, Jackson is deserving. His Lord of
the Rings trilogy is a great achievement,
both critically and commercially. But
still, he shouldn’t be shown on TV.
When presenter Tom Cruise announced
his name as Best Director, Jackson
leaned over to his wife (or girlfriend, I’m
not sure which) and the two of them had
a little make-out session.

Steph: I love Jude Law. He’s such a
great actor and he’s so good-looking.
Pat: Ever see Road to Perdition? He
was pretty ugly in that. Bad teeth.
Theron’s genuine, heartfelt
acceptance speech ranks among the
highlights of the night. It was easy to
see that she truly appreciated receiving
her well-deserved award. The same
cannot be said, however, about Sofia
Coppola, recipient of the Best Original
Screenplay award for Lost in
Translation.

Pat: Could she be any more boring?
Steph: I’m thinking no. It’s like she
doesn’t even care. Oh God, I’m falling
asleep just watching her.

It seemed as if Coppola simply didn’t
care about winning. She showed
absolutely no enthusiasm, and so she

Pat: Oh man. Make it stop.
Steph: This is gross. Like watching his
hair stick to his sweaty forehead isn’t
enough. Now this. I’m going to be sick.
Pat: You know Steph, I bet he’s really
hairy too.
Steph: STOP!

The big award of the night, Best
Picture of the Year, went to The Lord of
the Rings: The Return of the King (yeah,
I know, big surprise). Needless to say,
Steph and I were none too pleased. The
entire cast and crew joined their leader
Jackson on stage to accept the award.

Steph: Wow, Elijah Wood is one tiny
man.
Pat: He’s a hobbit. Look at them, they’re
all so small.
Steph: I bet that after party is the place
to be (said with just a hint of sarcasm).

Wine coolers for everyone!
As you can probably imagine, Steph and
I were pretty annoyed by now. Jackson’s
film was nominated for 11 awards and
won them all. That’s not the bad part,
though. The acceptance speeches were
just so boring. And a little on the long
side too. Seriously, do you really want
to hear the visual effects winners ramble
on about how grateful they are for being
a part of Peter Jackson’s vision? I'm
thinking no.
At least we had host Billy Crystal to
keep us entertained between all of these
speeches. His opening song and dance
routine has hysterical, especially the
moment when he sat down on Clint
Eastwood’s lap and sang his praises for
continuing to work at such an old age.
One little thing about Billy, though. Prior
to coming on stage, clips of the
nominated films, with him super
imposed, were shown. They were very
funny, but there was way too much Billy
Crystal nudity. We had to deal with Peter
Jackson. That should have been enough.
Well that was my experience of this
year’s Academy Awards. I had a great
time watching them, and as it turns out,
both Steph and I found the people we’re
going to marry. For me, it’s Sandra
Bullock. As for Steph, she’s got Pierce
Brosnan. Sorry, Sting, she may think that
you radiate sexual energy, but you’re no
James Bond. And Steph, even if it
doesn’t work out with Pierce, there’s
always Peter Jackson.

\nd the Oscar goes to...
Best Actor

Best Actress

Best Supporting
Actor

Sean Penn
Mystic River

Charlize Theron
Monster

Tim Robbins
Mystic River

ature

emo

Best Director

Peter Jackson
The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of
the King

Best Supporting
Actress

Renee Zellweger
Cold Mountain

Best Adapted Screenplay Best Original Screenplay

Peter Jackson
The Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King

Sofia Coppola
Lost in Translation
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Red, hot, and all by himself
Chili Pepper John Frusciante successfully stands
alone on the solid Shadows Collide With People
by

Matt Hess ’05
A&E Staff

John Frusciante
Shadows Collide With People
Warner Bros

MOVIE

Momento
Directed By'
Christopher Nolan

If you like -to sit back and be
entertained by a flick you only sort
of pay attention to, this is not the
movie for you. Memento keeps
you guessing from beginning to
end (or it is end to beginning?)
because the movie, is told
backwards. Leonard (Guy
Pearce) is searching for the man
who murdered his wife, but he has
lost his short-term memory during
the fatal attack. This is definitely
a movie to watch more than once
and you will want to do just that
after it’s finished.

I

MUSIC
Ryan Montbleau
Stages
A young singer-songwriter
from Massachusetts, Montbleau
candidly and cleverly turns events
from his life into entertaining and
original songs. “Substitute
Teacher Blues” recalls his days
working at his old high school by
day, and performing club gigs at
night. Montbleau’s original lyrics
and melodic guitar make this CD
something worth listening to.
Since his CDs are limited
available, catch him live when he
plays local venues to be amazed
by his natural ability.

Book
She's Come Undone
By Wally Lamb

This is the touching, painful,
and honest coming-of-age story of
Dolores Price—an overweight
adolescent. Though this novel is
long, Lamb’s description and
complex characters keeps the
book moving—you won’t be able
to put it down. Despite the
difficulties Dolores endures,
Lamb’s story is one of hope. I
would suggest packing this along
with your sunscreen in your spring
break beach bag.

In all honesty, I wasn’t expecting
much when I picked up John Frusciante’s
latest solo disc. Shadows Collide With
People. Don’t get me wrong, I’ve always
been impressed with
ALBUM the work that the
REVIEW | guitarist has done
with the Red Hot
Chili Peppers—-from the chicken-scratch
funk on Blood Sugar Sex Magxic, to By
the Way’s more psychedelic pop,
Frusciante’s technique has adapted well
to the maturing musicality of his group.
But as far as Frusciante’s solo work is
concerned, I’ve always found it to be a
little too bizarre for my taste.
Naturally, as the gurgling sound ef
fects and stray synth notes of Shadows'
opening track, “Carvel,” drifted through
the intro, I was expecting another album
swollen with haphazard Steve Miller
noises and self-loathing themes reflect
ing on Frusciante’s heroin-addled youth.
But as the song’s haunting intro suddenly
burst into crashing guitar chords and
vivid, beautifully arranged melodies, I
had to reassess everything I thought
about the guitarist’s capability as a lone
Chili Pepper.
Just minutes into Shadows, the
progress Frusciante’s voice has made is
staggering. Clear and confident, his
voice now resonates with a palpable
strength. On the track “Cut-Out,”
Frusciante’s tone nearly boils over with
intensity at points, yet those delicate fal
setto harmonies that graced the choruses
of By The Way can still be found every
where—they give such a distinctive feel
to his voice.
This time around, the synth arrange
ments that Frusciante employs don’t
overwhelm the music. On tunes like
“Ricky” and “Every Person,” the effects
add a lush quality to an already colorful
soundscape, swirling through the
listener’s ears. As Frusciante churns out
lyrics on the track “Regret,” his vocals
warp and ripple as he croons, “I regret
my past”—perhaps as a sonic testament
to his twisted junkie days.
However, the three instrumental
tracks on Shadows take the synth filler a
little too far. “-00Ghost27” sounds more
like a crashing modem than anything
resembling a song, and “Failure33 Ob
ject” is just plain painful to listen to to
wards the end. “23 Go in to End” might
actually be pretty cool with a dirty DJ
Shadow drum beat and an obscure soul
sample or two.
The structured, more conventional
sound presented on the rest of Shadows
is indeed a pleasant change for
Frusciante; the man’s melodic sensibil
ity is tweaked to perfection on the al
bum. The meditative “Song to Play
When I’m Lonely” features vocal ar
rangements that even Paul McCartney
would fall in love with. The guitarist’s
ringing arpeggios provide the perfect
complement for the tune’s outro—
Frusciante’s sparse yet effective lead
work greatly enhances the disc, espe
cially on this tune.
The more experimental sound found
on recent RHCP releases is further ex
panded on Shadows. Frusciante recruited
fellow Chili Pepper, Chad Smith, to as
sault the drum kit on the shuffling, retro
vamps “Second Walk,” and “This Cold”
(which sounds strangely like the Reel
Big Fish tune, “Beer”). Collaborator
Josh Klinghoffer adds some low-neck
fills to a number on tracks, and a plod
ding bassline to the sunshine pop of
“Water.” Songs like “Omission” and “In
Relief’ feature a more subdued vibe,

No, that's not
Encino Man: John
Frusciante’s postRed Hot Chili
Peppers solo
album is a sur
prising success
that focuses on
personal identity.

complete with acoustic instruments and
wheezing synth chords.
Lyrically, Shadows is a remarkable
work of personal redemption. As always,
Frusciante continually hints at the down
ward spiral that had consumed his life
after leaving RHCP in the early nineties
(he rejoined the group in 1998, replac
ing Dave Navarro). But instead of wal
lowing in the misery of past days,
Frusciante finds himself ready to move
on—indeed he regrets those dismal
times, but he understands the impact
they’ve had on his life. “Ups and downs,
that’s how energy stays alive / And I

wouldn’t have it any other way,” he re
cites on “Carvel.”
In fact, many of the tunes on Shad
ows reflect on personal identity and the
significance of the relationships we
form. By the album’s close, Frusciante’s
importance is made certain: he is clearly
the most underrated member of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers, and if he continues
to progress both musically and person
ally, he could find himself as a promi
nent singer/songwriter in the modern
rock world.
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A Demand for Dennehey
Brian Dennehey and Joe Grifisi star in two back-to-back short plays, A
Pound on Demand and Hughie, this month at Trinity Repertory Theater
by Anna

Kukowski ’06

A&E Staff

Tommy Boy. You’ve all seen it—a
few times. Mix old man Callahan with
a few Tony Awards for A Long Day’s
Journey into Night in 2003 and Arthur
Miller’s Death of a Salesman in 1999
and you’ve got a
THEATER small part of Brian
REVIEW Dennehy’s
im
pressive resume.
Dennehy and talented actor Joe Grifasi
are the newest guest additions to the
Trinity Repertory stage this spring. This
duo stirs up the Irish comedy A Pound
on Demand and Eugene O’Neill’s
Hughie by bringing these lesser-known
plays to the spotlight.
The first play is short, witty, and
delightful. A Pound on Demand by Sean
O’Casey features Dennehy and Grifasi
as a pair of Irish rabble-rousers trying to
withdraw a pound from the bank. It’s
perfectly legal to withdraw this pound—
but with Dennehy in a drunken stupor
and Grifasi trying keep the situation
together, filling out the necessary
paperwork is both difficult and
delightfully amusing. To make things a
little more complex, this ridiculous duo
must attempt to win the approval of stem
bank clerk Ginger Eckert, fight off—
literally—a disapproving older woman
(Cynthia Strickland), and evade the
pursuit-of a local policeman (William
Damkoehler).
Hughie, the second play of the night,
runs for about 50 minutes. This Eugene
O’Neill work is reflective and serious,
quite different than the first play billed
for the evening. Erie Smith (Dennehy)
is a somber, passe gambler who strolls
into the lobby of a New York City hotel
late one evening for his room key. Upon
noticing hotel clerk Charles Hughes
(Grifasi), Smith tells his memories of the
previous late-night hotel clerk who has
passed away, “Hughie.” His late-night
lament with the quiet hotel clerk turns
into a tell-all session of Smith’s dismal
recollections on life. O’Neill’s favorite
themes—alcohol, gambling, and a lost
optimism in life—-are everywhere.
There isn’t really a link between the
plots of these two plays, so don’t look
for one. A Pound on Demand is short
and to the point—and hilarious along the
way. The jokes in the script and the
characters’ uproarious interactions
between each other offer a delightful
way to start the evening. Though Hughie
does not have the comedy found within
O’Casey’s script, the caliber of acting
from Dennehy and Grifasi only
heightens as the evening progresses.
Here, we experience the same level of
crafted, soul-searching and tormented
lines that were found at Trinity earlier
this season in A Moon for the
Misbegotten—but it isn’t three hours
long this time, thankfully.
Even if it is short, Hughie drags in
spots. Compared to O’Casey’s simple
and humorous plot, Hughie requires
some special attention from the

TRINITY REP

“He could sell a ketchup popsicle to a woman in white gloves... Brian Dennehey (right) of Tommy Boy fame
and Joe Grifisi (left) star in Trinity’s latest productions of A Pound on Demand and Hughie. The two plays
are not very well-known but the opportunity to watch Dennehey and Grifisi in action seems to be
enough to draw the crowds. A Pound on Demand showcases the duo’s comedic skills, while
Hughie focuses more on their dramatic side . The shows will be running at
Trinity until April 4.
audience. It doesn’t follow a plot, but is
instead based around specific reflections
and rememberances. Its themes are
deep-rooted and long-winded—in other
words, be ready for your mind to wander
at times. A Pound on Demand and
Hughie demand incredibly different
attention spans, but do provide for an
entertaining evening.
The biggest advantage of having
these two different plays performed on
the same evening is that they highlight
the range of acting talent found in guest
actors Dennehy and Grifasi. In the first
play Grifasi takes the helm, ordering the
hilariously drunken Dennehy (who
muddles words and can’t sign his own
name) around to get his much-desired
pound. In the second play, though
Grifasi only has a few lines, he shines
with his slow answers, sidelong looks,
and long dazes. This character is much
more dynamic than the character in the
first play, and Grifasi shows this
impeccably.
Dennehy also delivers two very
different but strong performances.
Dennehy makes for a comic drunk in A
Pound on Demand, but he doesn’t
overdo it as some actors easily can. In
Hughie, Dennehy carries almost 50
minutes by himself with the ease of a
talented actor whose passion is O’Neill.
Despite this, however, he can’t shake the
slow moments in O’Neill’s script.
Dennehy speaks to each individual
audience member with a certain

familiarity, though, and we forget he’s
acting for a group. At times, the theater
is so silent and Dennehy is so reflective
that we hear the sounds of cars and trucks
outside passing on Washington Street,
making the whole scene more believable,
though it probably wasn’t intended.
Dennehy’s first appearance with Trinity
is an impressive one, though the choice
of dramatic scripts might not have
matched his talents.
Trinity has created an incredibly
creative set to span both of these
productions. It is both a crisp and clean
local Irish bank in A Pound on Demand,
and also one of the Big Apple’s once
decent but now downtrodden, forgotten
hotels. Not an easy task. During A
Pound on Demand, interesting historical
pieces such as a period bike and an
inkwell garnish the setting. Because of
the overall brightness of this play and
its set, it’s not until Hughie that we notice
that the paint on the walls is faded and
chipping, and that no one has been
tending to the missing floor tiles. With
Hughie the stage turns into a traditional
hotel desk area (complete with a
switchboard from the time period). To
top it off, there is a railroad track that

spans across the set area for both plays.
During Hughie, Dennehy pauses during
his laments occasionally for the roar of
the train. Its sound fills the theater, and
it vibrates the track. This is no small
artistic detail. There’s certainly enough
to look at during these two plays, and
the set is efficient for the likes of both
productions.
Despite the impressive acting in these
two plays, certain technical flaws are
distracting. The seats in the theater are
arranged in a semi-circle. Though all the
seats are fairly close to the stage, those
off to the side find views blocked by the
actors themselves and by props. Lines
spoken to the right or left of the theater
are lost to the opposite side, especially
with the Irish accents, which are already
difficult to understand at times.
Both A Pound on Demand and
Hughie are lesser-known works that are
made possible with the impressive acting
of Dennehy and Grifasi. Though the
plays are quite different, they offer a
strong combination of impressive acting
and scenic design. This production has
been extended to run through April 4.

GRADE: B+
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Some guys (make awful records)
JC Chasez goes Schizophrenic on his solo debut, but none
of his personalities can save this absolutely heinous album
by

Dan Devine ’04

Asst. A&E Editor

JC Chasez
Schizophrenic
Jive Records
It’s always sad to see
somebody fall from the heights
of greatness. Try watching any
Evander Holyfield fight since
the
Lennox
ALBUM Lewis disaster,
REVIEW or Fred Savage
post- Wonder
Years, or any Keenan Ivory
Wayans vehicle after A Low
Down Dirty Shame. Sure, the
spirit is still willing, but the
flesh, the talent, the pure
genius... they just disappear.
It’s enough to break your heart.
But is it even sadder to watch
someone
plummet
into
obscurity when they never
really got their shot at the top?
Do we have a soft spot for those
poor souls who almost got there,
then went out with a whimper?
And should we root for them
when they try to claw their way
back?
I found myself mulling over
all these questions while
listening to Schizophrenic, the
new solo album from
*NSYNC-er JC Chasez. You
remember JC: back in
*NSYNC’s heyday (circa “Bye
Bye Bye” and “It’s Gonna Be
Me”), he was clocking as much
face time as Justin Timberlake.
They were the two leads, both
vying for the coveted title of
“Boy Band Alpha Male.”
Somehow, you just knew Joey
Fatone, Chris Kirkpatrick, and
Lance Bass weren’t going to
amount to a whole heck of a lot
(please, no missives from
Fatoneophiles who loved him in
RENT or My Big Fat Greek
Wedding). I remember having
earnest discussions with my
friends about which one was
going to break off and be the big
solo star. (I also remember

Is that Mandy
Moore?'. J.C.
Chasez adorns a
fresh new look
in honor of his
new solo album,
Schizophrenic,
which shows
that he is
clearly no Justin
Timberlake.
those same friends mercilessly
abusing me for actually
bringing this matter up, but
that’s another story.)
As we all know, Justin struck
first, garnering platinum sales
for his solo debut Justified, co
headlining a major solo tour
with Christina Aguilera,
managing to snag both Britney
Spears and Cameron Diaz,
grabbing Janet Jackson’s boob
during the Super Bowl halftime
show, and somehow trans
forming himself from a Brilloheaded pimple-popper into the
new white Stevie Wonder.
Watching Justin’s meteoric
rise, I couldn’t help myself from
wondering what would have
happened if JC crossed the solo
finish line first. Would he have
become The Next Big Thing?
The two seemed to be on equal
footing in *NSYNC; would he
have been able to equal Justin's
success?
Well, if he crossed that finish
line with Schizophrenic, my
guess is that he wouldn’t have
been able to grab LaToya
Jackson’s boob, let alone
Janet’s. This album is horren

dous. It makes Justified sound
like The White Album, and I’m
not kidding.
If you think it’s unfair to
compare JC’s record with
Justin’s, then you’re being
unrealistic; they’re from the
same group, performing in the
same genre, selling their wares
in the same market. As solo
releases go, Justin outpaces JC
in every aspect of the game. His
production is better, his delivery
is smoother and sexier, his
hooks are catchier, and his vibe
is just more interesting. The
bottom line, though, is that
Justin’s solo stuff doesn’t just
sound more grown up—it
actually is. JC really, really
wants to prove he’s an adult
with Schizophrenic, but racier
cuts like the ugly New Wavetinged “All Day Long I Dream
About Sex” and the flat-out
stupid “One Night Stand” end
up sort of like a little girl trying
on Mom’s makeup and heels:
almost cute, but actually kind of
disturbing.
Chasez titled his debut
Schizophrenic to emphasize the
album’s eclecticism, which

pretty much just means that it
doesn’t really have a sound. He
imports beats from a variety of
producers, including electronica
stars BT and Basement Jaxx and
R&B impresario Rodney
Jerkins, in an effort to showcase
his numerous influences and
tastes. While the idea is
admirable, the execution is
decidedly not; while lead single
“Some Girls (Dance With
Women)” and “Come to Me”
(which cribs its backbeat from
Corey Hart’s “Sunglasses At
Night”) might make their way
into some club DJs’ rotations,
the lion’s share of Schizophrenic
is more than shaky enough to
be immediately forgettable,
even when JC talks about
getting it on and making ladies’
temperatures rise.
JC’s sexual evolution is a
topic of some candid quotes on
his website bio, the most
notable of which discuss “Some
Girls (Dance With Women).”
Of
the
song’s
titular
phenomenon, JC says, “Every
body talks about everything in
the club except for this.
Everybody sees it and every

body acknowledges it and
everybody does it when they are
out, but nobody has actually
done a song about it.”
Wow. I mean, wow.
Seriously, how do you respond
to that? I’ll tell you how:
Thank you, JC.
Thank you for having the
bravery, the courage—dare I
say, the gumption—to finally
break the silence on this issue.
Too long have we, the club
going public, refused to engage
in honest, open discussion about
girls dancing with other girls to
curry favor with dudes. But
now? The air is cleared. The
taboos are shattered. Now, at
long last, we can get at the
objective truth behind girls
dancing together at clubs.
Kudos to you, sir.
(Like Billy Crystal in Throw
Momma From The Train, I now
have a terrible headache in my
eye.)
The only thing that got me
through the process of listening
to Schizophrenic is the promise
of the legendary Dirt McGirt’s
appearance on the bonus remix
to “Some Girls.” It’s the last
track, so, by the end of this
trainwreck, I was pretty much
salivating for my chance to hear
the ODB in what was sure to be
rare form. But then he comes
on and... totally blows it. The
production completely ruins his
vocals, rendering Dirty’s classic
voice almost unrecognizable. I
mean, Dirty has phoned in
performances before (literally,
from jail) on a few occasions,
but the way he rhymes on this
remix, I’d be surprised if he was
even expecting to collect a
check. If you’re wondering if
you should plunk down some
dough for Schizophrenic, let
that be your guide: it features
the ODB, and it still sucks. It’s
enough to make you beg for a
Chris Kirkpatrick solo album.
Ugh.
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The dangers of thinking too much
by Jennifer

Skala ’05

Portfolio Editor

by

CAITLIN BROWN '06/The Cowl

that you have no money left in your
checking account or that you need to hurry
up and get to Prime Time before 9 p.m. so
there won’t be a line. See—your brain really
is out to get you. Granted, it can help you
out, but it’s always eager to hop into
overdrive.
Try and take time for yourself everyday
and do something mindless. For you, it
might be watching one of MTV’s 75 reality
shows (God knows there is nothing
pertaining to brains involved with that
channel) or perhaps listening to some pop
music (there is definitely no substance to
96 percent of the singers out there today).
Personally, when I need to stop thinking, I
like to check the away message of every
person on my buddy list. Half of the time,
those away messages never change, but that
does not stop me from reading them and
scrolling down to see if people have updated
what is in their profiles. I also enjoy
snacking—not because I am hungry and
need nourishment—but because I need a
break from what I am doing and my own
brain.
My relaxation suggestions and personal
preferences may not be the best out there,
but they work for me. The main idea is that
I am not thinking about all I have to do when
I am engaged in these mindless activities
(if I was, I would tell myself to stop being
lame and checking away messages and to

quit eating everything in my
apartment).
As for mid-terms, they’re rough
and there is really no way around
them. But I always like to think that
once you’ve taken them, you’re all
done with them. Sure, if you fail
miserably, the grade will come back
to haunt you at the end of the term,
but at least you will never have to
take that test ever again. Mid-terms
are inevitable—just like death, taxes,
and the end of Britney Spears’
career—so it’s best just to deal with
them one test at a time and remember
that everyone else has to take them
too.
I hope my advice finds you before
you actually explode and you are able
to shut off the old noggin for a bit.
Remember to take time for yourself
and embrace your position as head
scooper at Ben and Jerry’s!
Your completely relaxed advice
guru,
Jen

Problems, predicaments, or
impossible questions ? Let us give
you the answers. Send us an e-mail:
pcportfolio2003 @yahoo. com
You know you want to.

Crowned with a personal touch
by

Christine Bagley ’06

Asst. Portfolio Editor

Carolyn woke up on June 15, the
morning of her 30th birthday. She
reached for her hairbrush and combed
out the snarls from a restless night’s
sleep. Rubbing her eyes
SHORT) with both hands, she
STORY) fumbled to find her
glasses
from
her
cluttered bedstand. Among the dozen
bottles of lotion, tubes of chapstick, pens,
magazines, and three pairs of earrings,
Carolyn finally grabbed her eyeglasses
and shoved them on her face. She
yawned and looked out the window in
hopes of catching a glimpse of sunshine
to inspire her to start her day.. Seeing
some daylight, Carolyn swung her legs
over the side of the bed and stretched
her toes to find her slippers.
All week she had been anticipating
her birthday. Any normal 30-year-old
would dread the day and state her
concerns about the future, but Carolyn
had marked her birthday on every
calendar at home and work. She had
even drawn a birthday cake with
“Carolyn’s 30th on her best friend Liz’s

Katie Hughes ’06
Portfolio Staff

Dear Jen,
Between my classes, mid-terms,
going out on the weekends, and my
search for a summer job, I am super
stressed out! I don’t know what to do and
I feel like my head might explode soon.
How can I manage to do it all and remain
calm?
-Stress Monkey ’06

Hey there Funky Monkey!
First of all, even though I am an
advice-giver of Ann Landers quality,
there is no way I know how to manage it
all! If you are looking for a
ADVICE definite answer to that
I question, you are barking
up the wrong tree. I doubt
even the gifted Ms. Landers would know
how to address your query. I can,
however, offer you a few suggestions on
how to de-stress.
But before I even get started on that—
can I ask why you are looking for a
summer job in March? I know the
economy is doing poorly and the job
market is tight, but let’s face it—you’re
probably just going to end up scooping
ice cream again and I’m sure your
summer position at the local Ben and
Jerry’s will be waiting for you in May,
just like it has been for the past two
summers.
Now maybe you feel like it’s time for
you to get a “real” job; one that will have
some sort of direct correlation to what
you want to do when you grow up. I say
you have plenty of time to do that. Why
worry about dressing up to go to the
office when you can wear a tie-dye shirt
at B & J’s? Maybe my advice is tainted
by the fact that you are a sophomore and
taking some serious steps towards
figuring out what you want to do with
your life and I am a junior who will be
waiting tables again come summertime,
but I am in no way jealous of the career
orientation you have and I lack.
About de-stressing, my best advice to
you would be to stop thinking. That’s
right—just stop thinking. Your brain
really can be your own worst enemy.
Your brain is the one who reminds you
that you have a Civ test on Monday or

Will playtime
come to PC?

calendar that hung on the refrigerator. (Liz’s
calendar was solely for her kids’
appointments, soccer games, and
kindergarten graduations—but Carolyn
wouldn’t let her forget).
The last six months of being 29, Carolyn
had dropped hints to her husband about her
hopes for a grand party. Keith was always
humored by his wife. She was almost 30,
but still had the innocence and youth of a
teenager. She was spontaneous, creative,
and loving.
Every time the conversation about her
birthday came up, Keith would just chuckle
as his wife described the perfect birthday:
classy restaurant and a dance floor. Of
course she requested a DJ and not a band.
Oh, and no tacky decorations from the party
store—something traditional like sparkling
mylar balloons, melon-scented candles for
centerpieces, and a tiara for the birthday girl.
Keith often joked that perhaps he should
supply all the guests with construction
paper, glitter, glue, and markers so they
could decorate cards for Carolyn between
the four-course meals she had also requested
as part of the festivities.
Carolyn stepped into her slippers and
swung open her bedroom door. Upon
opening the door, she gasped as she moved

into the hallway—no rose petals
scattered on the floor, no Keith
standing holding a cake, not even a
measly banner (even one from the
party store would have been better
than nothing!) Carolyn slumped to
the bathroom and submerged her face
in suds and water.
When she rinsed and stood back
up, Keith was behind her reaching for
shaving cream and razor; “Good
morning. Sorry, I'm in a rush. Are
you almost done here? I need to get
to work.” Carolyn moved aside
speechless. Keith began shaving and
Carolyn trudged out of the bathroom.
Perhaps there would be presents
downstairs at the kitchen table or at
least a message on her answering
machine from those who remembered
her birthday. To her disappointment,
there were no gifts, no notes, no cards,
no messages. Carolyn stamped her
foot and turned to head back upstairs.
She showered, got dressed, and
danced around her husband as he
fixed his tie in the mirror. He
hummed a tune and splashed on some

BIRTHDAY/Page 20

Spring gave us a little tease this past
Saturday as the weather was on the
warmish side. I didn’t go outside to en
joy the weather, but I did open the win
dow a crack in the study
ESSAY! lounge when I was doing
work. (That counts, right?)
During a weak point in my
studies (usually when I space out and
pick a particle of dust to follow), I
glanced out the window. A plethora of
boys and girls were outside throwing and
catching baseballs, footballs, frisbees,
and occasionally each other.
Many of the boys gathered around
one particular tree—I was slightly in
trigued, as I wasn’t sure exactly what
was going on. That was until I saw the
football caught up in a branch. As if by
magic, my body was transported to the
fifth grade version of myself: the girl
who climbed onto the roof of her shed
even though Dad said. “No.” The girl
who played (and excelled at) every spe
cies of tag known to man. I was so ex
cited. .. But back to the dilemma at hand:
the football. They tried knocking it down
with baseballs, softballs, rocks, and
frisbees. And each time an object was
hurled upwards a short “ooooh” or “you
got itttt” or “come on” was yelped. Then
when the projectile didn’t work, a short
sigh of disappointment escaped. Finally
a boy holding another football threw it
at the tangled football and it was released
from the tiger-like grip of the tree. This
boy became an instant celebrity. High
fives and cheers ensued.

I’m going to play, dam it!
Whether that means building a
fort in the library to study in,
making grass angels outside on
the lawn or starting a game of
“sit down” tag during Civ; I’m
not sure yet.
I was in the lounge holding back a
laugh, when I realized what the warm
weather brought to Providence College
this weekend. It brought play. We hardly
ever play anymore (and I’m talking
about play that is not induced by alco
hol). I'm talking “Red-Rovering,
Manhunting-Double-DutchingKickballing-M.A.S.H.ing-Tree-climbing” fun.
I love to play, but I often find my own
self-conscious tendencies keeping
“playtime” at bay; “What will other
people think?” Well you know what—
they can think whatever they want! I’m
going to play, darn it! Whether that
means building a fort in the library to
study in, making grass angels outside on
the lawn or starting a game of “sit down”
tag during Civ; I’m not sure yet. Mark
my words, this girl is going to play.
(Takes out soapbox.) We need to keep
our creative juices flowing. We're get
ting stale and pretentious. Let’s be goofy!
Let’s forget about status quo for a half
second. The time to hesitate is through!
Thank you! (Puts soapbox away.)
With that said. I have a challenge for
Providence College, but I’m not sure if
you are up to it. I. Katie Hughes, triple
dog-dare you to play for at least an hour
this week. Good luck and I’ll look out
for you on the Quad.

Portfolio
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Poetry Corner

Under the Knotted Oak
by

Christopher Parcels ’04
Portfolio Staff

Sock Shock
by

Chris Fahey ’05

Portfoijo Staff

A New Day Has Begun
by

Sara Schepis ’04

Portfolio Staff

The sun rises up out of darkness
And the black of night
Softens to grey, brightens to glow
Colors flame
The air stirs free again
A new day has begun
In the morning I rise
Lift my arms to the lightening skies
The dreams of the night diffuse on the air
What shall be the work of my hands?
What shall be the praise that I raise?
I shall not fear for angel shields surround me
And I am rich in this new day.
The sun rises up out of darkness
And the black of night
Softens to grey, brightens to glow
Colors flame
The air stirs free again
A new day has begun

Run the good race
Fight the good fight in this day
But I am so small I cannot find a way
Unless within the strength of my strength
O Mighty One the Lord of this day
I shall not fear for I am held of hope today
And I rich in mysterious way
The blessing of the time
Rises with the light
See the story goes on
And the ways branch out
Like a tree of the ages
Growing while the light lasts.
O hour of action and of stillness
In the rise and fall of the sun
Still rich the goal.

New, soft, supple.
Loose lines of white,
dapples of grey,
here and there.

.

No balled abuse to speak of,
nothing uncomfortably felt quite yet.
Closed caul, bouncing and secure,
not at all worn,
remaining wonderfully warm.

Many soles linger in dirt, how they loom...
seek to indulge
their cotton female counterpart.
Theft is afoot.

It was a pagan summer.
On the Feast of the Assumption
we made love under the knotted oak
in the heart of the forest
We wondered how many couples
had coupled beneath his branches;
how many caresses had been hidden from God
by his vibrant leaves.
I took your body, and you mine,
in a mutual ritual sacrifice
that echoed through the trees
and our souls
and our memories.
Afterwards, you picked the grass
out of your hair,
evidence that we hadn’t reached any astral plane.
Disgusted by the truth of falsehood,
we asked the oak to keep his silence,
knowing full well our secret had already been
revealed by the parting of his leaves.

Pungent five-fingers...
waning toward wanton discovery.
Every premeditated thrust,
becoming discounted trust,
gentle protrusion shaping intrusions of plush,
disturbing how starts.,
a hallow fit.

Ah, bashful resource, always fearful—
Strange, and are, the sebaceous.
Unlawfully you are striped of unison, your brethren,
shared from fields of the forsaken.
What is truly lost and never found,
will to its rightful owner never rebound.
And so,
to someone else’s flattening mess,
you shall pass like dollar bills,
on and on,
nest to nest.

Ruby Straw
by Joan

Barker ’04

M\naging Editor

Sewn thread goes down
With the touch
of swaying midnight,
As a sweet sapphire
Twists the echoes
That fill the glow
Paper umbrellas
speak through liquid
pink with red flowers
whispers to my tongue
...is it love
...it is seven past.

The sun rises up out of darkness
And the black of night
Softens to grey, brightens to glow
Colors flame
The air stirs free again
A new day has begun

CHRISTINE BAGLEY’06/Tte Cowl

Birthday: Goodbye twenties and hello tiara
continued from page 19
cologne. Grabbing his briefcase, he
kissed Carolyn on her forehead and said,
“Have a good day!” Carolyn ventured
off to her job, awaiting a lunchtime
celebration with the co-workers in the
office. A few people nonchalantly
mentioned “Happy Birthday.” (None of
them even addressed her directly with
“Happy Birthday, Carolyn”). All day
Carolyn thought maybe turning 30
wasn’t something to celebrate. Maybe
she should have just feared the entrance
into the next decade of her life like
everyone else. Just as Carolyn was
finishing up in the office, her boss
dumped more files on her desk and
asked that she stay just a little longer to
finish up. Carolyn didn’t even argue.

By the time she completed the pile of
folders, she was exhausted and ready to
cancel her birthday—if she could call
this a birthday.

She realized a huge banquet
style party with a DJ and fancy
decorations would have been
dreamy, but this birthday was so
much more personal, thoughtful,
and carefully-planned.
Carolyn drove home and pulled into
the driveway. She mechanically turned
the key in the front door, kicked off her
shoes, and hung up her coat. Her head
hung low, she walked towards the living
room. Just then, all the lights flew on

and the once-white-colored walls
became an array of colors bedazzled with
streamers, balloons, and ribbon.
Carolyn’s husband, friends, family,
and co-workers stood decked out in
paper party hats. Each one had rattles
or maracas. “Surprise! Happy Birthday
Carolyn!” they shouted. Keith
embraced her with a giant hug and
crowned her head with a tiara, as her
sister videotaped her shocked face.
Carolyn finally snapped back to reality
and let the haze of faces become clear.
She gazed around the room.
“We are so sorry none of us
acknowledged your birthday. We felt
awful! But, we wanted you to think that
we forgot about your special day,” said
Liz.
“And I am so sorry I made you stay

late at work. Keith had called and asked
me to stall you for a bit while everyone
was arriving,” added her boss.
“Thank you all for my party. I had
hoped you didn’t forget. But then again,
who could have forgotten about my 30th
birthday?” laughed Carolyn.
Carolyn made her way around the
room, visited with all her guests, enjoyed
a piece of marble cake, and opened
presents. She realized a huge banquet
style party with a DJ and fancy
decorations would have been dreamy,
but this birthday was so much more
personal, thoughtful, and carefullyplanned. Birthdays should be celebrated
with some close family and friends,
Carolyn considered—and after all, she
got her tiara.
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The house of bougainvilleas
by

Caitlin Murphy ’06
Portfolio Staff

If all of Earth was secluded back to
the garden of Eden, I would be twisting
and flowing—I would be a bougainvillea
flower. I would be a delicate magenta
temptress, soft and chaste
SHORT I like a china doll’s fingers
STORY j by day, violent by night.
I would not “rend” the
intense heat like my old friend Hilda
Doolittle, I would embrace it.
Bougainvilleas reach towards the sun,
store it, and let out its energy at night.
The slinky jungle mystery flower, with
kohl eyes half-closed.
Did I always have this bougainvillea
spirit inside of me, or did they wrap their
vines around my pinkie fingers at night,
drawing me in? Sometimes I think to
myself, the Philippines are a mirage
themselves, a ghost of a hope that I have
some passion inside this soul. But then I
remember, and I am calm. I remember
that I still have you.
You were of a different world, much
like the bougainvillea. You used words
like “latakes” and “oy.” You were
beaming on the day of your little
brother’s Bar Mitzvah, even though we
were thousands of miles away. You
figured out the time difference on your
scratched-up pocket watch, and gave a
small “Mazol Tov” to the sky. You
missed them, I knew—the big city, the
small families inside, the high-rise
apartments, and the cement stoops. You

missed your mother’s shawl on the holy
days, and your father’s curls.
I was fascinated by these many new
worlds. I was from a large Irish Catholic
family of seven siblings. I seemed plain
and bland in this rich, new world with
people like you working alongside of
me. I wore a pencil skirt and a stiff
blouse, and had straight brown hair. I
clutched a picture of Jesus to my breast
at night, and whispered the multi
plication tables that Sister Mary Eileen
had pounded into our heads. I tried to
cling to these things because I felt
everything changing. I was changing.
The change had taken an irreversible
turn that night I stayed up all night
talking with you, beneath the mosquito
nets. I could see the bougainvilleas in
full bloom outside your window. They
had been whispering to me in my sleep
for many months, awakening feelings
that I had kept suppressed. Sister Mary
Eileen was nothing in this world, where
little brown babies gulped up rice like it
was honey, and old, wrinkled crones told
stories of great beasts that snatched away
children and dressed them in vines. I was
learning.
I learned that there was much in the
world beyond the manufactured carpet
of our living room in Pittsburgh, Penn.,
and that my future did not have to be
one where I woke up every morning to
a factory worker, feeding Jimmy-Pop
cereal to five Irish Catholic offspring. I
did not have to buy beef and broccoli
and soap, and watch soap operas.

I sent word to my parents
that you and I were to be
married by the local village
chief. I was not expecting a
decent reply. We were not
supposed to dislike you; just
the intermarrying of two very
different cultures. My parents
would write, “Patricia, you are
forbidden.” And I would never see
them again.
But things turned out quite
differently. They understood discrim
ination, being the lone Catholics in a
neighborhood of hostile Protestants,
looking down their noses and straight
ening their skirts. And instead, of
clutching to this hatred and flinging it
on others, my parents learned. Maybe
they had been born with bougainvilleas
in their chests, as well.
Despite all odds, they flew to your
parents’ home in Brooklyn, N.Y. They
met with them and did not stare at your
father’s curls. They waved at your little
sister, clutching with big brown eyes to
your mother’s leg. They learned what the
mezuzah on the door meant. On the day
of our marriage, they looked to the little
cuckoo clock on the kitchen wall, and
figured out the time difference. They
gathered my brothers and sisters around
the kitchen table, in their Sunday best,
and put flutes of champagne even in the
littlest sibling’s hand.
All clasped hands and gave a
congratulatory prayer when they decided
the chief was tying the ceremonial

Where-rv-now.com

marriage knot around our wrists.
We were two of many eager young
Americans that volunteered to enter the
Peace Corps in the Philippines that year,
1968. And we were not the Only ones to
change. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was
assassinated a month later. My sister sat
in Sister Mary Eileen’s math class,
shifting her feet in her pumps, when it
was announced on the loud speaker. The
entire class cheered, except her. She
stared around in horror at her girlfriends,
offering a prayer to Jesus.
The world was changing. My family
had flowers blooming in their chests. At
the time, I didn’t realize how lucky I was
to be part of a family like that. I was lovestruck by you. We were in a paradise. I
was discovering myself.
And when I returned to my tiny Irish
Catholic house in Pittsburgh, Penn., I had
found that they had, too. I stepped onto
the same manufactured carpet I
remembered, but bougainvilleas were
bursting from every corner, even from
my mother’s mouth. My little sister had
one embroidered on her shirt. The real
“House of Bougainvilleas,” I realized.

Where have all the holidays gone?
by

Megan Bishop ’07
Portfolio Staff

By now the sights and smells of
Christmas Eve have faded, and the plans
you had for Valentine’s Day are nothing
more than a fragmented memory. But
don’t worry; St. Patrick’s
Day is not far off—in fact
it's just 13 short days

away. What baffles me is
the need for all of these holidays all at
once. We are bombarded with the unre
lenting stream of Halloween, Thanksgiv
ing, Christmas, New Year’s, Valentine’s
Day, St. Patrick’s Day, Easter, and then
nothing.
There is nothing after the Guinness
has run dry and we have taken down the
plastic eggs, which have been hanging
from trees by fishing line. We are now
left without a themed holiday to cel
ebrate. *
Sure, after Easter there is Memorial
Day, Earth Day, Flag Day, Arbor Day,
and Armed Forces Day all before the
fourth of July, but does Hallmark sell

greeting cards and window clings for
Armed Forces Day? I don’t think so.
Once the temperature finally rises above
50 and the trees grow a couple of buds,
we are left high and dry with nothing to
celebrate except the lack of snow.
Does anyone else remember elemen
tary school being governed by art
projects of hand turkeys and color-bynumber St. Patrick’s Day leprechauns?
Maybe I am the only one, but what I do
remember is that after Easter had ended
the teachers were vacant of art projects.
They were left to focus on growing
beans in a styrofoam cup, or having us
write poetry on “The Meaning of
Spring.” Personally. I’d take color-by
numbers over haiku poetry anyday.
You can easily equate the plethora of
holidays with many religious figures in
Christian society. And though many
holidays have become commercialized,
it is easy to trace back their roots with
the few clicks of “Google.com” Now, I
am in no way a historian, but I figure
that at the beginning of all the holiday
hoopla, the farmers decided that they

were too busy past mid-April to celebrate
much of anything. Plowing the fields
suddenly ranked much higher than
drunken holiday feasts. All the holidays
that do not feature any sort of mythical
creature bearing gifts were created more
recently. So I’m sorry to say, but this year
the giant tree of Arbor Day will not be
leaving presents scattered about your
home. You will just have to wait for that
gigantic rabbit or the old man in the red
suit to give out treats.
Perhaps more attention should be
drawn to what are considered the lesser
holidays of today. Imagine if President’s
Day was made famous by more than just
sales at retail stores and car dealerships.
As Americans, we find holidays an ex
cuse for almost anything—time to post
pone our diets or send cards. Time to
have a storewide clearance and a perfect
opportunity for a day off from school.
The intention and ideas behind many
holidays have significantly faded, but
regardless of their meaning today, it’s
something that helps me get through the
winter months. November would be

much colder if I knew a turkey feast
wasn't waiting for me at its end.
As the temperature finally begins to
rise, and the final two holidays are in their
wake, I reflect on the winter months that
have just passed. Being my first year at
college, I marvel at how quickly and how
slowly they have passed at the same time.
I find that marking my life by the red
numbers on the calendar speeds up the
cold months. And, I am in part grateful
that the blissful months of summer do
not need anything to help them pass more
quickly. For summer fades just as the
memories of this winter have begun to.
So when the Lenten season has finally
reached its end, and we can eat those
foods which we have denied ourselves
for so long, and we can reflect on how
much time will pass before a window
cling is really appropriate to display in
your window. Maybe one day, Arbor
Day and Flag Day will have parades of
their own, but until then we are left with
out anything to celebrate until the leaves
begin to change once again.

Science Fiction/Fantasy
Short Story Contest
If you enjoy writing and science fiction then
we have the perfect event for you. The Science
Fiction/Fantasy Contest. Stories should be
original and no more than 10 paes (double
spaced with starndard margins). Please include
name and e-mail on cover sheet. Drop off
submission in Dr. Hogan's mailbox in room no
in the Library.
h

■

Short stories are due Tuesday, March 16th.

The Power of Relay is the Power of People-Like You!

Relay For Life of Providence College
April 2-3, 2004
Providence, RI
Are you a survivor? Do you know someone who is?
We would like to honor cancer survivors at the relay
Please contact: Lindsay Eberhard
leberh04@providence.edu
Everyone is a survivor from day 1 of diagonosis

Register online @ www.acsevents.org/relay/RIprovidence
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How has being a student
at PC prepared you for
Spring Break ?

“Provided me with a sense of style and a good
hairdresser for my road trip to Florida.”
Charlie Philbrick ’04 Joe Wenelken ’04

“Brad’s has built up our tolerance.”
Kathryn Mahoney ’06 Erin Mastrodonato ’07
Leah Vieira ’07

“In honor of Western Civilization, we are taking a pilgrimage to Cancun to grasp the arche' of the universe.”
Tyler Brown ’07 Monica De Aguiar ’07 Kelly Hardcastle ’07
Trish Wagner’07 Frances Ford’07

“Rhode Island has given me a wind bum close to the bum
I’m going to get in Florida.”
Jen Nolan ’05 Greg Califano ’05

“I haven’t been able to go out all year, so I’m fully
prepared for a Spring Break of the same.”
Ashley Pay ton ’05

Blossom and Six
“Good Catholic Values.”
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The PC Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Sonny Watrous

Colin McDonald

Women’s Hockey
Freshman — Albuquerque, N.M.
Watrous tallied a goal in PC’s 7-4 loss to nationally
ranked No. 9 New Hampshire over the weekend. On
March 2 she was named Hockey East Rookie of the
Month for her play throughout February. Watrous led
the Friars to an 8-2 record, tallying 13 points on eight
goals and five assists.

Men’s Hockey
Freshman — Wethersfield, Conn.
McDonald led Providence to a 1-0-1 record against
Hockey East competitor Merrimack, scoring a goal in
both the Friars’ 5-1 win and 2-2 tie. McDonald earned
Hockey East Rookie of the Week honors on Monday,
Feb. 28 for his effort against Merrimack.

Scores

Schedules
Saturday 3/6
Men’s Basketball vs. Boston College
Women’s Hockey vs. Northeastern
Men’s Hockey vs. UMass-Lowell
M and W Track at IC4A/ECAC Champ.

Noon
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
10 a.m.

W5-1
L6-1
4th
25th

Sunday 3/7
Women’s Hockey at Northeastern
Tennis vs. Nova in Fla.
Lacrosse at Towson
Softball vs. Butler at Ocoee, Fla.
Softball vs. Eastern Kentucky at Ocoee, Fla.

2 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
10:40 a.m.
2:20 p.m.

L 76-59
L7-4
L7-0
T2-2

Monday 3/8
Softball vs. Quinnipiac at Ocoee, Fla.
Softball vs. Central Michigan at Ocoee, Fla.

8:50 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Tuesday 3/9
Tennis vs. Pittsburgh in Miami
Softball vs. Niagra at Ocoee, Fla.
Softball vs. Toledo at Ocoee, Fla.

Noon
8:50 a.m.
10:40 a.m.

Wednesday 3/10
Women’s Hockey at Boston College
Lacrosse vs. Penn St. at John’s Hopkins Univ.
Softball vs. Sacred Heart at Ocoee, Fla.
Softball vs. St. Bonaventure at Ocoee, Fla.

7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:50 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Thursday 2/26
Men’s Swimming at ECAC Champ.
Women’s Swimming at ECAC Champ.

23rd

Friday 2/27
Men’s Hockey vs. Merrimack
Women’s Tennis vs. Seton Hall
Men’s Track at New England Champ.
Women’s Track at New England Champ.

Saturday 2/28
Women’s Basketball vs. Georgetown
Women’s Hockey vs. New Hampshire
Women’s Tennis vs. Rutgers
Men’s Hockey at Merrimack
Sunday 2/29
Men’s Basketball at St. John’s
Women’s Hockey at New Hampshire

Tuesday 3/2
Men’s Basketball vs. Pittsburgh
Women’s Basketball at Miami

18th

W103-78
L4-3

L 88-61
L 81-62

Standings
Women’s Hockey East Standings

Associated Press Meii’s Basketball National Rankings
Rank

Team

Rank

Team

1
?
3
4
5
5
7
8
9
10
11

Stanford
St. Joseph’s
Duke
Gonzaga
Mississippi State
Pittsburgh
Connecticut
Oklahoma State
Kentucky
Texas
Wake Forest

12

Providence

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

North Carolina
Southern Illinois
N.C. State
Wisonsin
Illinois
Georgia Tech
Memphis
Kansas
Arizona
Utah State
Syracuse
Louisville

13

Cincinnati

Hockey East
Team

W-L-T

Overall

Pts.

W-L-T

Pts.

42

New Hampshire

14-1-2

30

19-8-4

Providence

10-5-1

21

15-13-2

32

Northeastern
Maine
Connecticut
Boston College

7-6-4
7-9-2
5-9-4
1-14-1

18
16
14
3

13-9-8
10-15-4
9-17-6
6-18-3

34
24
24
15

Sports
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Men’s Hockey: Providence pleads the fifth
Friars take three
points from
Merrimack with 5-1
win and 2-2 tie to ce
ment fifth spot in
Hockey East standings
by

beaten at Schneider Arena Since Novem
ber
Home ice advantage, however, was
not to be had on Saturday, as the Friars
were forced to travel to Merrimack,
which is a “tough building to play in,”
according to McDonald, “because it’s a
really small environment.”
The hitting certainly picked up on
Saturday, as major penalties and game
misconducts were the norm in a game
that witnessed a total of 57 penalty min
utes. Providence took a 1 -0 first period
lead through McDonald's second goal in
as many games, as he collected a great
backdoor pass from linemate McCreary
to open the Friars’ account for the
evening.

Kevin O’Brien ’07
Sports Staff

Heading into their home and home
weekend series with Merrimack College,
the Providence College Men’s Hockey
team knew full well that it needed to col
lect some crucial points
MEN’S against an opponent it had
HOCKEY not beaten in ever a year.
Mission accomplished.
Friday night’s convinc
ing 5-1 victory, followed by a 2-2 tie on
Saturday night gave PC the three points
they needed to clinch the fifth seed in
Hockey East heading into the conference
tournament next week. For a team that
had a rough start to the season, their good
run seems to be coming at the right time.
“We came a long way from where we
started,” freshman right wing Colin
McDonald noted. “We came on a little
too late to get home ice advantage for
the tournament, but we really feel like
we’ve turned things around.”
Heading into the weekend. Head
Coach Paul Pooley had stressed execu
tion as the key to success. While the
power play did struggle a bit on Satur
day. managing only one goal in over 18
minutes with a man advantage, Friday’s
version was a sight to behold, as the team
notched two goals in just three opportu
nities. What’s more, the Friars were able
to kill off 11 of 12 Merrimack power
plays over the course of the weekend—
including two five minute majors—and
even grabbed a shorthanded goal.
Friday’s encounter was very nearly a
masterpiece for Providence. After fall
ing behind 1-0 early in the first period,
the Friars responded with a flurry of
goals. A misplayed Merrimack pass
ended up setting up an opportunity for
McDonald, who skated in from the right
wing and beat the Warriors goalie from
a near impossible angle to knot the game
at one goal apiece.
Providence grabbed the lead a few
short minutes later when senior
defenseman Stephen Wood collected a
cross-ice pass from senior right winger
Jonathan Goodwin and fired a slap shot
past the netminder for a power play goal
that gave the Friars a lead they
would never relinquish.
The Friars were certainly not done,
however. After killing off a five-minute
major without letting the Warriors at
tempt a shot. Providence picked up
where it left off in the second period.
Junior center Chris Chaput led a shorthanded break down the length of the ice
and capped off a nifty move with a goal

We came a long way from
where we started. We came on
a little too late to get home ice
advantage for the tournament;
but we really feel like we’ve
turned things around.
Colin McDonald
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Above: Senior defenseman Stephen
Wood scored two goals in
Providence’s much needed 5-1
victory over Merrimack on Friday
Feb. 27. Wood has scored 11 goals
on the season.

Right: Junior goaltender Bobby
Goepfert finished with 32 saves in
PC’s victory on Friday night. The
win in addition to PC’s 2-2 tie with
the Warriors on Saturday allowed
the Friars to capture the fifth and
final spot heading into the Hockey
East tournament next week.
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to put the Friars up 3-1 at 7:48 of the
second period.
Freshman left wing Bill McCreary
made it 4-1 when he pounced on a re
bound from senior right wing Cody
Loughlean and slotted past Healey for
the Friars’ second power play goal of the
evening. Finally, as the Friars finished
off killing a penalty in the third period,
yet another Merrimack gaffe left
defenseman Wood wide open after leav
ing the penalty box. After Goodwin’s
pass set him on a breakaway, Wood made
no mistake with the finish, capping a
great night for the senior defenseman
that saw him grab his career high 11 th
goal of the season.

Both teams managed 33 shots apiece,
but ultimately it was the Friars who
coasted to the easy victory thanks to the
solid play of sophomore goaltender
Bobby Goepfert, who finished with 32
saves on the evening.
“We’ll take a win this time of year,”
Pooley said after the game. “I think the
power-play goals really set the tone. Our
special teams definitely were huge—two
power-play goals and basically two
shorthanded goals—that’s big.”
The home win was the Friars’ third
in their last three opportunities. Other
than a narrow 2-1 overtime loss to na
tionally ranked No. 1 Boston College
back in mid-January, PC has not been

Things would not come easily for the
Friars, however, as the Warriors hit back
with two second period goals and threat
ened to split the points from the week
end. PC was not to be denied, however,
and Goodwin capitalized on an oppor
tunity to net his eleventh goal of the cam
paign and tie the score at two apiece. Try
as they might, however, the Friars could
not break that deadlock. Goepfert fin
ished with 14 saves as the Friars outshot
the Warriors 26-16.
“We had a lot of power-play oppor
tunities and just couldn’t finish,”
McDonald said. “Their penalty kill was
really good, you have to give them
credit.”
And speaking of giving credit,
McDonald himself stood to gain from
his efforts over the weekend. His two
goals earned him Hockey East Rookie
of the Week honors, and he has now tallied eight goals on the season.
“I’ve been working hard so it feels
good,” the freshman left wing said. “At
the same time, it’s a weekly award and
doesn’t mean that much.”
“We’re playing better and better each
time we’re out there,” said Goepfert.
“We think we can be a dangerous team
in the playoffs. Whoever we play, they’d
rather get a third spot and not play us.”
In the end, the Friars were able to lock
up fifth place in the upcoming Hockey
East playoffs. The Friars will wrap up
the regular season when they host
UMass-Lowell on Saturday, March 6.
“We got it locked up so we’re look
ing to the playoffs, but first things first,
senior night is on Saturday,” said
Gopefert. “We want to win one for the
seniors and go into the playoffs on a high
note. It’s a big game, we want the se
niors to win their final game at
Schneider.”

CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments for Rent

Apartments for Rent
Unfurnished Apartments
2-6 bedrooms Dishwasher, laundry facilities, alarm
system, parking. Students welcome Pembroke, Eaton,
and Oakland Streets A must-see!
Please call Jim at 247-2129

Make Money Taking Online Surveys
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups
Visit www.cash4students.com/ripc

Apartments for Rent:

Several 3, 4, and 6 bed recently renovated apartments available now or for
June 2004. Houses on Oakland, Pembroke, Pinehurst, and Tyndall. Many
have new baths, hardwoods, parking, laundry. Some available with phone,
cable, and high speed internet jacks in every room.
Call 952-0966 or 742-4000 for details.

3-4 Bedroom house. Parking, On-site laundry, students okay. No pets.
Available Junel. $1200/month. Please call (401) 354-5760
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Women’s hockey: double dose of defeat
by

Pat Brown ’05
Sports Staff

In the 2002-2003 campaign, Hockey
East rivals Providence and New
Hampshire clashed a grand total of four
times, with PC winning the series 3-1.
By the narrowest of
WOMEN’S margins, the Friars edged
HOCKEY out the Wildcats for both
the
league
and
tournament championship.
Mindful that No. 9 ranked UNH
would not easily accept a repeat of last
year, PC entered this weekend’s homeand-home series knowing that an epic
like performance would be necessary to
vanquish the league leaders.
Unfortunately for the Friars, the only
epic part of the weekend was the
devastating blow dealt by New
Hampshire, which unapologetically
exacted revenge on its venerable nemesis
by adding 7-4 and 4-3 notches to its
victory belt en route to sweeping the
series and league championship title.
The disappointing results drop
Providence’s record to 15-3-2 overall
and 10-5-1 in Hockey East play.
Looking to keep its league champ
ionship hopes alive, the Friars hosted
New Hampshire on Saturday. PC’s
roster lacked its second leading scorer,
junior Rush Zimmerman, who was
placed on the disabled list after suffering
a concussion earlier in the week.
The visitors wasted no time in taking
advantage of Zimmerman’s absence and
jumped out to an early 2-0 lead in the
first period. Within the first minute of
the second session, though, PC regained
its footing in the contest when senior
Kelli Halcisak and freshman Sonny
Watrous scored 32 seconds apart from
each other to even out the score at 2-2.
The Wildcats clawed their way right
back and by the midway point of the
period, they had regained their two goal
cushion. PC traded goals with UNH
early in the third, and looked to be
pulling even as tallies from freshman
Kristen Porter and junior Hilary Greaves
put the Friars within one.
This was all the offense Providence
would muster on the day, though, while
New Hampshire would add two more
goals to round out the score at 7-4.
Head Coach Bob Deraney offered a
candid assessment of the game. “We
played awful, it’s as simple as that. We
weren’t very happy with our
performance and that happens. We
picked a bad time to really play a very
poor hockey game.”
After a heartbreaking loss on home

Left: Senior defenseman Kelli
Halcisak score a goal in PC’s 7-4 loss
to UNH on Saturday, Feb. 28. She
also contributed an assist in the
Friars’ 4-3 defeat on Sunday.
Above: Freshman Sonny Watrous
registered a goal in Providence’s 7-4
loss. She was named Hockey East
Rookie of the Month for Feb. on
March 2.
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ice, PC faced a more daunting challenge
as they traveled north with a roster
further depleted by the losses of juniors
Christina Redmond and Greaves, both
of whom sustained injuries in Saturday’s
match.
UNH once again looked to capitalize
on Providence’s reduced lineup as they
earned a quick lead in the opening
minutes of play. Facing a second
consecutive defea, and the chance of
missing out on a second consecutive
league championship, PC threw all
caution into the wind and proceeded to
light up the Wildcats’ defense for three
emphatic unanswered goals.
Senior Meredith Roth made it 1-1
after skating past the last defender and
slipping the puck straight through the
goalie’s five-hole. Sophomore Karen
Thatcher then proceeded to steal the
show for the visitors, netting two goals
destined for the highlight reel. After
planting herself on the goalie’s doorstep,
Thatcher received an immaculate pass
from junior Ashley Payton and re
directed the puck upstairs with surgical
precision. Moments later, Thatcher
worked her magic a second time, as the
sophomore found herself on the
receiving end of some spectacular onetouch passing, and made no mistake in

finishing off the play with authority.
Entering the final minutes of
regulation, the Friars looked certain to
protect their 3-1 cushion at all costs.
Tempers flared and tensions rose,
however, as UNH searched for an
equalizer and the visitors ultimately fell
prey to some untimely disputable
penalties. With 10 minutes left to play,
PC twice found themselves a man-down
and twice paid the price.
A minute into overtime, PC shot itself
in the skate once again and were forced
to play short-handed. Lightning struck
a third and final time, as the Wildcats
scored their third power-play goal of the
game, sent their fans into a frenzy, and
forced PC to watch from the sidelines
as they celebrated their first Hockey East
regular season title with a 4-3 OT win.
Senior Sarah Youlen lamented the
team’s unfavorable weekend. “I think
on Saturday we didn’t play very well,
we didn’t play our game. We beat
ourselves in Sunday’s game and got
some penalties we shouldn’t have. The
whole tone of the game totally changed
in the last 10 minutes of the third period.
Our depleted roster definitely didn’t
help, either.”
The Friars have five games remaining
before traveling to Boston for the

championship tournament, where there
is a strong possibility that they will
encounter UNH for the fifth time this
season. Despite being disappointed by
the recent results, Kelli Halcisak likes
her team’s chances in the playoffs.
“I think it’s completely different [in
the tournament]. There’s so much at
stake that teams play a lot differently.
Hopefully, whoever we end up playing
in the first round, we’ll be able to fight
through and I think it will be a very
different game if we end up seeing UNH
again in the championship.”
PC will close out its season with two
matches against Northeastern, the only
Hockey East team it has not beaten, and
three games against Boston College to
follow. Coach Deraney hopes the team
will use its remaining match-ups to step
up and realize its full potential.
“We’ve got five games to get our act
in gear,” he said, “And if we don’t, we
won’t make it to the finals. Excuses are
for losers. [Last weekend’s games] were
two championship games and we failed.
You either succeed or you fail, it’s as
simple as that. This weekend was a test
and we failed that test. The final exam’s
going to be pretty soon.”

PC races at New England Championships
by

Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Staff

After coming off of the Big East
Championships last weekend, the
Providence College Men’s and Women s
indoor track teams competed at the New
England Champion1NDOOR ships, placing fourth and
TRACK twenty-fifth respect
ively.
Don’t be fooled by the word
“Championships,” however. It was
much less than that to Providence. This
meet was just a cool down from the Big
East Championships and served to do
little more than qualify a few last minute
runners for the ECAC and IC4A
Championships next weekend.
In fact, Head Coach Ray Treacy is not
even terribly concerned with the results
of this race. He made the decision to only
have one runner from the women’s side
in the race and took out his top two
runners on the men’s side.
“At this point we’re only interested
in the most important races,” said Treacy.
“We chose not to race some of them
because we have championships four
weekends in a row and they can’t race

all of them or else they won’t be ready
for the NCAA’s.”
As of right now, the team is looking
a couple weeks in advance to the NCAA
Championships that will be held on
March 12 and 13 in Fayetteville, Ark.
Although the Friars will be competing
next weekend in the IC4A/ECAC
Championships, the full team will not be
participating. Only a couple of runners
preparing for the NCAA’s and those still
trying to qualify will be taking part in
the event.
Junior Kim Smith, graduate student
Adam Sutton, and junior Dylan
Wykes—three of PC’s top runners—will
not be running again until the NCAA
Championships.
This weekend, the lone runner from
the women’s side competing was junior
Katie Twarog, who was running to
qualify for the ECAC Championships
this weekend. She finished fourth in
3,000 meter race with a time of 9:49.88
and qualified for the ECAC’s.
In addition, the men’s side did well
this weekend, although it didn’t run all
of its team, finishing with three top place
finishers. Sophomore Martin Fagan won

the mile event, sophomore Joe Dionne
took the 3,000 meter event and freshman
Darren Brown was victorious in the
1,000 meter race.
“We’ve done very well and we got a
couple of wins,” said Fagan. “We don’t
have a track team, we don’t have jumpers
or sprinters; it was a lot of individuals.”
“I was delighted overall with the way
the guys ran,” said Treacy. “They scored
in all the middle distance events and
three champions are fantastic. It’s great
to see them making the transition to an
upper level which can help us all in a
way, as well be an inspiration for the start
of outdoor season.”
But at this point the team is really
looking at what is ahead. According to
Treacy, right now he’s making decisions
for individuals and not the team.
Providence is concentrating on having
certain individuals qualify for specific
events.
“Right now we need to put the right
men in the right place,” said Fagan.
“There are a lot of different distances [for
the medley races] and it’s just getting the
right people in the right event and
hopefully it will all just come together.”

As of now, it looks as though Smith
will be the favorite on the women’s side
at the NCAA’s in her respective events.
Most likely Smith will be running the
3,000-meter race, although Treacy said
she may run an additional race, without
specifying which one. He did, however,
say she would most likely be the favorite
for that event as well.
The men’s side is looking to advance
its distance medley team this weekend
at the IC4A Championships. Thus far,
Wykes is the only member from the
men’s side to qualify for the NCAA’s.
By the time the NCAA’s will have
arrived, some runners from the men’s
team will have run four consecutive
championship races.
“It’s not that bad,” said Fagan.
“We’ve been training all year, so now
it’s time to enjoy the race we’re running
every weekend.”
As the teams go into this weekend,
the men will be taking their last chance
at the IC4A’s to qualify runners for the
NCAA Championships next weekend,
while the women will be preparing for
their events in the NCAA’s this weekend
at the ECAC Championships.
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Final turn for Friars PC’s not so sweet sixteen
EC AC’s in
New York cap
turn around for
Providence’s
Swimming and
Diving teams
by

Larry Harvey ’05
Sports Staff

This season marked a huge
turn around for the Men’s and
Women’s Swimming and
Diving teams. Under first year
i Head Coach
SWWNGijonathan
& DMNG ; Caswell, the
Friars received
a boost in talent from a large
incoming freshman class. Both
the Men’s and Women’s teams
finished the regular season with
winning records and placed
among the top five teams at the
Metropolitan
Collegiate
Championships. The progress
continued, with both teams
competing in the ECAC
Championships for the first time
in a number of years.
Providence competed
against some of the best teams
on the East Coast, and finished
respectably. The Men’s team
finished 18th out of 29, just one
point ahead of the two teams
tied for 19th, while the Women
placed 23rd out of 29 teams.
Johns Hopkins University won
the meet on the Men’s side, and
Boston College took the
Women’s division.

The Men’s team achieved
success
at the ECAC
Championships in its relays.
The 200-meter freestyle relay,
which consisted of senior Brian
Flynn, senior Patrick Kavanagh,
sophomore Seth Brockman, and
freshman Jeff Vollero, took 13th
place. Both the 800-meter
freestyle relay and the 400meter freestyle relay teams,
placed 12th.
The Women’s team, on the
other hand, found most of its
success in individual events.
Senior Bridget McKenna
captured 14th place in the 1650meter freestyle. The freshman
class would add the rest of the
points for the Friars. Katelyn
Flynn took 10th place in the
200-meter butterfly. Annie
Nemeth placed the highest out
of any Friar, taking eighth in the
200-meter breaststroke. The
freshman team of Flynn,
Nemeth, Carolyn Rider, and
Emily Corcoran finished 12th in
the 400-meter medley relay.
, “I think we could have
finished a little bit better,” said
Caswell. “The first day we
didn’t swim up to what I
thought we could have, I think
they were a little nervous, but
as the meet went on they got
better. Each day they got faster.”
The Men’s and Women’s
Swimming and Diving teams
hope this success will carry over
to next season. Caswell noted
that the team is headed in the
right direction, and was also
optimistic about being able to
fill the gaps opened by the
departing seniors.

by

Lauren DeMauro ’05
Sports Editor

On Tuesday night, the
Providence College Women’s
Basketball team concluded its
2003-2004 season by falling to
< nationally
WOMEN’S ranked No.
BASKETBALL | 21
Uni
versity of
Miami, 81 -62 in Coral Gables,
Florida on Tuesday night. The
team ends its- season at 4-23
overall, including a 16 game
Big East skid.
After heading into the
halftime break down by 15
points, the Friars started out the
second half strongly. An 18-9
scoring run cut the Hurricane
lead to just six points with 14
minutes to play. That was the
closest that Head Coach Susan
Yow’s squad would get, as
Miami responded with a 20-6
scoring run of its own to take a
20 point lead with under eight
minutes to play.
The Hurricanes shot just
under 52 percent in the first half
and out rebounded the Friars
56-28 in the contest.
Junior Gayle Nwafili
finished with a game high 25
points and a team high seven
rebounds while senior Kristin
Quinn added 12 points in her
final game in a Providence
uniform.
Tuesday’s loss comes at the
heels of PC’s 76-59 loss to
Georgetown on Saturday
afternoon in Alumni Hall. The
contest marked the final home
game for the Friars this season.
Prior to the game the team’s
four seniors—Katie Keefe,
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Junior Gayle Nwafili recorded 25 points and seven rebounds
in Providence’s 81-62 loss to nationally ranked No. 21
Miami. She scored 10 points in PC’s loss to Georgetown.
Brooke Freeburg, Quinn, and
Jama Gilmore—were honored.
Providence played an
evenly matched first half, going
into the locker room trailing the
Hoyas by just six points.
Georgetown opened up the
second half by extending its
lead to 14 points in the first three
minutes. The Friars responded
with a 6-2 run to cut the deficit

to 10 points, but that was the
closest that PC would get.
Three Friars scored in
double figures. Nwafili,
Freeburg, and freshman guard
Jill Furstenburg all finished
with 10 points to lead the
Providence attack.
Gilmore
pulled down a team high seven
rebounds and Freeburg added
a career high five assists.
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Who’s too great to wait?
by

Steve O’Keefe ’05

Assistant Sports Editor

After its great run to an
NCAA Championship last
spring, Syracuse’s Carmelo
Anthony approached the
podium at a
celebration in the
OPINION Carrier Dome to
chants of “One
more year.” After almost five
minutes of chanting, the crowd
quieted enough for Anthony to
chide, “Ya’ll keep saying one
more year. I thought you were
supposed to stay in school for
four years.”
In his jest, Anthony
highlighted a growing problem
for big-time collegiate athletics,
particularly college basket
ball—the fact that college is no
longer a bastion of amateur
competition, but rather a
feeding ground for the
professional ranks.
Great college players such as
Scotty Thurman, William Avery
and Eric Barkley bolted their
respective college campuses
before completing four years.
Sadly, the greatest loss lies with
them, as they are basketball
vagabonds and none of them are
currently in the NBA.
For others, the early exit
from college—or no entrance to
college—has been a personal
success. NBA Rookie of the
Year frontrunners include the
aforementioned Anthony, who
didn’t appease the fans’ pleas
and left college after his
freshman campaign, and
Lebron James who entered the
league straight out of high
school. Other high school

entrants, such as Kevin Garnett,
Kobe Bryant and Tracy
McGrady have become the top
stars in the NBA.
All these defections,
however, have weakened the
quality of the college game.
While this phenomenon is
not a new occurrence, a
disturbing trend is beginning to
gain steam this season. Already
two college players have left
during the season to turn pro in
Europe. As bad as players
leaving after their freshman and
sophomore
seasons
is,
abandoning ship in the middle
of a season is much worse.
Since European leagues must
have their final rosters
submitted in early March,
college athletes in America
must abandon their teams
before the season ends.
Florida’s Christian Drejer
opened the flood gates to
Europe leaving Gainesville to
play professionally in Spain.
Meanwhile, PC’s Maris Laksa
sought playing time in Europe
to jump start his once promising
career.
For me, Drejer’s actions are
the more heinous of the two. He
played significant minutes on a
team that needs all the help it
can get to reach the NCAA
Tournament. Laksa, saw little
action for a Friars team that has
already punched its ticket to the
Big Dance.
Their leaving is no reason to
sound the alarm just yet. Both
are European natives playing far
from home. Returning to
Europe to turn pro offers them
the opportunity to be closer to

home and play for money.
However, a greater concern
lies down the road. Will a
disgruntled American born
player who is unhappy with his
playing time seek the greener
pastures of Europe where he
will see significant minutes?
Will a European team be able
to throw enough money at a
college star and convince him
to play a year there before
taking a shot at the NBA? One
thing is certain: college
programs will be much more
reluctant to recruit foreign born
players now that the possibility
of them leaving the team during
the season has become a reality.
For a game which has
already lost such immense
talent to the NBA and the
cesspools of other leagues,
losing additional talent over
seas could be devastating.
Personally, I prefer college
sports to professional sports any
day of the week, and watching
as the talent is leeched out of a
game I love hurts.
There isn’t much the NCAA
can conceivably do either. An
age limit would be shot down
in court, just like how the NFL’s
rule requiring athletes be three
years removed from their high
school graduating class before
they can declare for the draft
was overturned this winter.
The siphoning of talent from
the waters of college basketball
is a reality we must accept,
despite the decrease in the
quality of talent. Unfortunately,
these days all we as fans can
truly ask for is “One more year.”
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SportShorts
All the news we couldn’t lit in...but did.

More Hockey East accolades
for Bugden and Watrous
Although two tough rounds
with New Hampshire delivered
the knock out punch to
Providence College’s chances
of league championship glory,
there was some room for
celebration as sophomore
goaltender Jana Bugden and
freshman Sonny Watrous were
named Hockey East Goalie and
Rookie of the month,
respectively.
In six appearances, Bugden
saved 160 out of the 174 shots
she faced, posting a 4-2-0
record. She also led the league
in goals against average (2.32)
and save percentage (.920)
Watrous scored at least one
point in the first seven matches
in February for the Friars and
ended the month with a total
tally of 13 points (8 goals, 5
assists), which included the
gamewinner in overtime against
No. 10 ranked Brown.
Bugden and Watrous will
return io the ice Saturday,
March 6 at 2:00 p.m. at
Schneider Arena.

PC offers Coach Welsh
contract extension
Earlier this week ESPN.com
and ESPN’s Radio show
“College Hoops Today”
reported that Providence
College has approached Head
Coach Tim Welsh about a
contract extension. Welsh has
four years remaining on his
current contract, which he

signed after the 2001 season.
The extension is PC’s attempt
at preventing Welsh from
bolting Providence for a
“reclamation project” in Queens
at St. John’s. Reports cite Welsh
and Georgia Tech Head Coach
Paul Hewitt as the early
frontrunners for the Red Storm
coaching position. Welsh said
that Athletic Director Bob
Driscoll and President Rev.
Phillip A. Smith. O.P. have
contacted him about singing an
extension. Welsh is a hot
commodity this season, as he
has directed the Friars to one of
their best seasons since joining
the Big East Conference 25
years ago, along with a top three
finish in regular season
conference play. With a win
against rival Boston College on
Saturday, Welsh’s squad would
set a new school record for
regular season Big East wins.

Tennis falls to Seton Hall and
Rutgers
The Providence College
Tennis team dropped a pair of
contests to Seton Hall and
Rutgers
6-1
and
7-0.
respectively. Against the Pirates
on Friday, Feb. 27. PC was led
by freshman Andrea Lee. who
was victorious at six singles.
Lee won in straight sets, 6-4 and
6-3. On Saturday, Feb. 28, the
Lady Friars failed to win a
match against the Scarlet
Knights. Providence returns to
action on March 7 when they
battle Nova University at 2:00
p.m.

Want to keep up
with the Men’s
Basketball team
over break?
Where do you
go for up to the
minute scores,
stats, summaries
and previews
live from MSG?
You guessed it.
kvWW.THEC0WL,C0M|

Finding cash for college is child’s play.
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

www.thecowl.com
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Men’s basketball: Friars get slammed at Dunk’
PC drops 88-61
decision to Pitt;
fall out of hunt
for regular sea
son title
by

Big East Standings

Ryan Durkay ’05
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Pittsburgh

12

3

Connecticut

12

3

Providence

11

4

Syracuse

10

5

Seton Hall

9

6

Boston College

8

6

Rutgers

7

7

Notre Dame

7

7

West Virginia

6

9

Villanova

6

9

Virginia Tech

5

9

Georgetown

4

10

Miami

4

11

St. John’s

1

13
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The old saying that defense wins
championships couldn’t be truer for the
Providence College Men’s Basketball
team. The Friars had put themselves in
perfect position to
MEN’S capture the first
BASKETBALL ever regular season
Big East basketball
title in school history.
Providence had been playing its
strongest basketball of the season largely
because of its defense. The team’s 2-3
zone had effectively disrupted opposing
offenses. The Friars are second in the
league in points allowed at just about 63
points per game—in 15 Big East games
this season, Providence has held eight
opponents to 60 points or less. All that
defensive effort and intensity was
washed away Tuesday night, when the
nationally ranked No. 6 Pittsburgh
Panthers rolled into the Dunkin Donuts
Center and dropped an impressive 88
points on the Friars, en route to an 8861 victory.
“This was a different team,” said
Head Coach Tim Welsh. “This was not
the team I saw ever this year.”
It was a different team. Providence
was dominated, something that had been
very uncharacteristic of this veteran team
that prior to the loss was vying for the
number one seed in the upcoming Big
East Tournament. The Friars gave up
easy basket after easy basket in
transition, and lacked the defensive
toughness needed to win the Big East
title.
“These guys were playing like they
did when they were young kids,” said
Welsh. “They weren’t playing like a
veteran team at all.”
In most cases credit must be given to
the opposing team for beating up on
another team that is known primarily for
their defense. While this was partly the
case, the Friars had a large part in beating
themselves.
PC lacked a defensive intensity that
it has had all year and it showed. The
27 point loss to the Panthers was the
worst loss of the year for the Friars.
Pittsburgh did shoot a season high 59
percent from the field (including an
astounding 64 percent in the second
half), but a large number of the baskets
were lay-ups or dunks; the Panthers
didn’t attempt a single three-point shot
in the entire second half. Most of
Pittsburgh’s points were within 12 feet,
and the Panthers totally dominated the
paint scoring 21 more points then the
Friars in the key and winning the
rebounding battle 31-22.
Conversely, Pittsburgh clamped
down on the Friar sharpshooters.
Providence shot a lowly 35.8 percent
from the floor, and only 21 percent from
behind the three point arc.
The Friars allowed three Panthers to
finish the game with 20 or more points.
Freshman Chris Taft, who entered the
contest averaging just under 11 points
per game, led Pittsburgh with 24 points.
Junior Chevon Troutman scored 23
points—14 points more than his season
average heading into the game— and
sophomore Carl Krauser finished with
22 points.

Junior forward Rob Sanders scored 16 points to lead the Friars in PC’s 8861 loss to nationally ranked No. 6 Pittsburgh. The loss eliminated Provi
dence from contention for the school’s first ever regular season Big East
Conference title.
The question remains, what
happened? Was this the same Friars’
team that held Connecticut, the
conference’s highest scoring offense, to
only 56 points? Or was this a different
Pittsburgh team then the one who scored
only 46 points in an overtime loss to
Syracuse at home in 45 minutes of
action?
They were both the same teams. It
was the circumstances that changed.
The Panthers felt the urgency of the
game and the Friars didn’t. Pittsburgh
brought the toughness and the intensity
and Providence did not. The Panthers
played well and the Friars did not.
“We knew a lot was riding on this
game and we tried to take it as just
another game,” said junior Ryan Gomes.
“We probably put too much pressure on
ourselves and we were trying to do too
much as a team.”
Three of the most important words
for a winning team are intensity,
toughness and defense. The Friars
lacked all three of these on Tuesday
night. The fact of the matter is it was
one game and while it was an important
one there is nothing to be overly
concerned about.
Providence kept the game within
striking distance for most of the game,
and were only trailing 43-38 with 14:38
remaining in the game. However,
Pittsburgh delivered a crushing blow in
the form of a 25-11 run over the next
nine minutes to open up an

insurmountable 68-49 lead.
During that run, Troutman and Taft
looked more like All-American
candidates than Gomes. Troutman’s
defensive effort limited Gomes to just 11
points. Even more surprising was that
Gomes pulled down only two rebounds
for the night.
Senior center Marcus Douthit also
struggled, shooting only 3 of 11 and
being pushed around by the more
physical inside duo of the Panthers.
The Friars’ backcourt of sophomore
Donnie McGrath and senior Sheiku
Kabba failed to pick up the frontcourt’s
slack. For the first time in his collegiate
career, McGrath was held scoreless.
Kabba was mired in foul trouble for
much of the evening, eventually fouling
out after contributing seven points.
Perhaps the guards’ biggest flaw was
evident in the assist column. The Friars
managed only eight assists against
Pittsburgh, a far cry from their normal
16.6 assist per game average.
The two bright spots for Providence
were junior Rob Sanders and freshman
Dwight Brewington. Sanders, who was
also straddled with three early fouls, led
the Friars with 16 points and six
rebounds. Due to the foul trouble,
Sanders did his damage in only 24
minutes of action.
Besides Sanders, the most aggressive
Friar was Brewington. Brewington
provided PC with some energy to keep
them close in the first half, connecting

on a three pointer and a few free throws.
For the game, Brewington totaled 11
points.
The Friars now must go back to the
friendly confines of Mullaney Gym and
fix their mistakes before Boston College
comes to town on Saturday.
“It is disappointing somewhat, but
this is a gut check for us heading into
the Big East Tournament,” said senior
Marcus Douthit. “Now we know how
hard we have to work.”
The Friars need to work harder to
continue their way through March and
April because it doesn’t get any easier
from here. Providence has one regular
season game remaining against BC
which is also a tournament team.
Then the post-season starts and from
there on everyone starts over. Both
teams begin with 0-0 records and simply
put, one loss will end the season. If
Providence wishes to play deep into
March and early April then it must find
the defense that both fans and opponents
have become accustomed to seeing.
However, if the Friars give up 88 points
and play lack-luster on the defensive end,
Providence might be one and done.
With the loss, the Friars dropped out
of the hunt for first place in the Big East
conference. Pittsburgh, with the win,
enters into a tie with UConn for the first
place slot in the conference. Each have
one game to left to play in the regular
season, with the Panthers hosting
Villanova on Saturday and the Huskies
traveling to Syracuse on Sunday.
The Friars are now slotted in third
place. The team has already clinched a
bye in the opening round, though final
seeding has yet to be determined.
Should No. 7 UConn lose to No. 24
Syracuse, the Friars will enter the
Quarterfinal round of the Tournament as
the No. 2 seed.
If Providence defeats Boston
College on Saturday and UConn defeats
the Orangemen, the Friars will head to
Madison Square Garden as the No. 3
seed.

